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frederick granger williams
of the first presidency
of the church

BY FREDERICK G WILLIAMS

frederick granger williams was second counselor in the
original first presidency of the church of jesus christ of lat
ter day saints he played an important role in the establish-
ment of the kingdom of god and for many years was joseph
smiths physician scribe sermon writer and closest friend

like most early leaders of the church frederick was from
new england born at suffield hartford county connecticut
on 28 october 1787 the oldest of five children born to will-
iam wheeler williams and ruth granger frederick was an
intelligent boy shy and well mannered he showed early prom-
ise as a student but when he was twelve his schooling was
interrupted by his family s move to cleveland ohio then a
settlement of one house his father had contracted with the
connecticut land company to build and operate a flour mill
and a sawmill a few miles from cleveland for which he re-
ceived the right to purchase at a reduced rate 1306 acres of
land including his mill sites 1

the presence of the mills attracted other settlers and own-
ership of them gave mr williams both a handsome income
and a position of leadership in the community 2 this still was

dr williams isis assistant professor in the department of spanish and portu-
guese at UCLA and is a grandson twice removed of frederick granger will-
iams

letter from the connecticut land co to william wheeler williams 4
april 1798 in the simon perkins papers western reserve historical society
cleveland ohio

beginning in 1802 when the inhabitants organized themselves into a
township the elder williams was elected one of clevelandsrclevelandsClev elands first three trus-
tees and one of two overseers of the poor this latter office he held again in
1805 and 1812 he was judge of the election in 1804 1805 1806 and again in
1810 in 1806 he was one of the patrons of the first school where four of his
children studied see historical record of public officeholders in cuyahogaCuyahoga
county cleveland W P A in ohio 1942 ppap 2232 23
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frontier country however and for some years formal schooling
and church attendance were not possible but frederick con-
tinued to study at home As the eldest child much was expect-
ed of him he worked on his father s farm and mills helped
construct their new home on a bluff overlooking the bay and
took over the care of the younger children and other household
duties as his mother gradually lost her eyesight

during the warofbarofwar of 1812 cleveland became an important
military station commodore perry came in 1813 to build the
ships which regained control of the upper lakes region from
barclay s english fleet frederick twenty six joined perry as a
pilot directing him around the lake region 3 after perry s vic-
tory on lake erie and general harrison s victory on land the
war came to an end so far as the cleveland area was con-
cerned frederick began teaching school4schoolschoola and continued to work
as a pilot on lake erie transporting goods and passengers be-
tween buffalo and detroit

it was on one of these crossings that he met rebecca swain
of youngstown new york after a brief courtship frederick
and rebecca were married in the latter part of 1815 they went
to live near warrensvilleWarrensville ohio where frederick engaged in
farming 5 soon however he became interested in medicine

professionally trained doctors of the day relied heavily upon
chemical medicines especially calomel and bloodlettingblood letting in
competition various botanical systems of medicine flourished
relying heavily upon herb teas and steam baths 6 after some

nancy clement williams after 100 years independence zion s print-
ing and publishing company 1951 ppap 12 33

C A urann centennial history of cleveland cleveland press of J B
savage 1896 p 35

young williams had bought 161igiigl acres for 402 from his father 30 april
1810 land records of cuyahogaCuyahoga county ohio deeds and mortgages vol 1I
46 47

alexaiexlex berman the impact of the nineteenth century botanico medico
movement on american pharmacy and medicine unpublished doctoral dis-
sertationser tation university of wisconsin 1954 ppap 318330318 330

by i8601860 the worst features of the heroic practice had disappeared to
be sure traces of the old therapeutics persisted into late 1870s and the abuse
of calomel was still widespread at the time of the civil war but by and
large physicians no longer thought it necessary to resort to the violent methods
mentioned above

one would like to regard the improvement in therapeutics at this time as
being part of the general scientific advance the facts indicate however that
scientific considerations played a minor role in demolishing the old heroic
practice and what was called rational medication in 1860 was brought about
largely by empirical and often irrational factors contributing also to the aban-
donment of the old curative measures was the constant barrage of criticism
hurled at the regulars by thomsonian and other sectarian practitioners ibid
p 2211
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experimentation frederick settled upon the eclectic system
which as its name implied borrowed methods from both the
botanical and more traditional medical systems 7 feeling that
his opportunities in the medical profession would be increased
dr williams and his family moved to kirtland ohio where
he purchased a large farm 8 by 1830 he had an extensive prac-
tice and was a man of considerable influence in the community
he and one of the territory s prominent doctors had just gone
into partnership9partnershippartnerships9 when in october 1830 four mormon mission-
aries arrived in the community on their way to preach to the
indians they had stopped in the kirtland area to preach to the
campbellite congregations of reverend sidney rigdon the
williamseswilliamsenWilliamses belonged to one of these

conversion TO MORMONISM

the missionaries were oliver cowdery parley P pratt zi-
ba peterson and peter Whiwhitmertiner jr and their message of the
restored church of christ the book of mormon and a living
prophet interested the williamseswilliamsenWilli amses who investigated further
rebecca and the four children attended all the private meet-
ings and her husband went when his work would permit in
a short time she was baptized but the doctor delayed his deci-
sion he would read the book of mormon weighing and com-
paring its teachings with those of the bible then unwilling to
accept it as true would lay it aside to have nothing more to do
with it only to find himself turning to it later and reading
again 10 at length convinced of the truthfulness of the new

doctors first had to register with the state of ohio in the late 18sos1880s but
in auditors tax duplicate 1836 geaughgeauga county ohio p 342a found at the
geaughgeauga county courthouse chardon ohio williams is one of thirty doctors
paying taxes in the county their incomes appear to be approximations eight
had income of 300 and paid 1501501.50 in taxes ten including dr williams
had an income of 200 and paid loo1.00100 in taxes three had an income of 150
and paid 0750.75075 in taxes and nine had an income of 100 and paid 0500.50050 in
taxes no distinction was made between botanical and regular physicians

although the kirtland township trustees minutes and poll book 1817-
1838 found at the lake county historical society mentor ohio has freder-
ick G williams voting as a kirtland resident in 1830 see ppap 72 74 the
1830 federal census p 272 has him living in kirtland and the recorders
office geaugageaugh county courthouse 1830 map of kirtland shows F G will-
iams s name written on lots 29 and 30 williams did not actually record the
deed to any kirtland property until 20 april 1832 the deed shows he traded
for 144 acres of property namely lots 29 30 31 land records of geaughgeauga
county ohio deeds and mortgages book 16 ppap 2223

williams op atcitcirclr ppap 53 54 the author does not cite the name of the
prominent doctor

lol111iol111hidibfidhidjd ppap 54 55
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book he was baptized confirmed a member and immediately
ordained an elder in the church frederick G williams was
then forty four years of age

after spending two or three weeks in the kirtland area
where a sizeable branch was organized the missionaries made
preparations to resume their journey to the indians in missouri
dr williams was invited to accompany the party with the
understanding that he would return to his private practice in
three weeks he accepted the call and furnished the elders with
a horse cash and other provisions to assist in their mission 11

the three week mission turned into a ten month ministry so
engrossed did the new convert become in preaching the gos-
pel the missionaries traveled south and west preaching as
they went in cleveland dr williams took occasion to pre-
sent the gospel to his parents who although happy to offeloffer
the missionaries hospitality were not interested in the church 12

the party stopped for several days to preach to the wyan-
dotte indian nation in sandusky ohio where some years be-
fore elder williams had piloted commodore perry s ship in
pursuit of the british and indian forces under tecumseh this
time he was bringing the indians the gospel of peace

parley P pratt sums up the trip recording

after much fatigue and some suffering we all arrived in
independence in the county of jackson on the extreme west-
ern frontiers of missouri and of the united states

this was about fifteen hundred miles from where we
started and we had performed most of the journey on foot
through a wilderness country in the worst season of the year
occupying about four months during which we had preached
the gospel to tens of thousands of gentiles and two nations
of indians baptizing confirming and organizing many hun-
dreds of people into churches of latter day saints
this was the first mission performed by the elders of the
church in any of the states west of new york and we were

williams journal no 370 p 319 church historian s office this book
was originally dr williams s medical journal from 1837 to 1839 and on the
first 130 pages the names of his patients the medications and the bills appear
after page 130 the pages continue to be the accounts of his patients for a time
but the second williams generation has used the blank portion of the page to
record things of historical interest to the family

afterjaftercafter his father s death in 1831 frederick s brother william wheeler
williams jr lived in the family home and although he never joined the
church offered its members hospitality joseph smith junior history of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints and2nd ed commonly called docu-
mentary history of the church salt lake city deseret book company 1948
11II 50 hereafter called DHC
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the first members of the same which were ever on this fron-
tier 13

MEETING THE PROPHET

in the meantime joseph smith the prophet had moved his
family from new york to kirtland and for a time lodged
in the williams home when summer came he and several
other brethren set out for missouri where a temple site was
dedicated and instructions were received concerning the estab-
lishmentlishment of zion in missouri elder williams participated in
the proceedings and met the prophet for the first time this
was the beginning of a lifelong friendship williams cove-
nanted with joseph smith that he would be willing to conse-
crate his all to the service of the lord

throughout the next several years frederick G williams
demonstrated his willingness to abide by the covenant he had
made upon his return to kirtland on 11 september 1831 he
received instructions through joseph smith that he should not
sell his farm for 1I the lord will to retain a strong hold
in the land of kirtland for the space of five years in the
which I1 will not overthrow the wicked that thereby I1 may
save some dacd&c 6421 first published as chapter 65 verse
27 in book of commandments zion missouri W W
phelps & co 1833 p 159 in the ensuing years the farm
did indeed become a stronghold for the church its boundaries
made up the limits of the first stake of zion the homes of a
number of men who later became general authorities were
built on it and the church printing house as well as the kirtl-
and temple itself was constructed on it more than 142 acres
of the 144 acre property were deeded to joseph smith for the
church in 1834 the deed recited consideration of 2200 but
in a statement written by elder williams sometime later he in-
dicated that he never received remuneration for the property
as all material goods were consecrated to the lord and all
debts among the brethren were erased according to a revela-
tion from the lord 14

elder williams was called to be a counselor to joseph smith
and one of the first high priests of the church in march of

13 autobiography of parley parker pratt 5thath ed salt lake city deseret
book company 1961 p 52

see F G williams s statement of facts relative to joseph smith and
myself church historian s office the deed is found in land records of
geaughgeauga county ohio deeds and mortgages vol 18 480 481
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1832 115 As a member of the first presidency elder williams
presided and spoke at many meetings often serving as clerk
as well and penned numerous letters and directives in 1833
he formed part of the three member committee in charge of the
construction of the kirtland temple in addition to working
on the building and contributing funds in 1834 he was a
member of the publication committee which selected and print-
ed the revelations which were published in 1835 under the
title of doctrine and covenants the book was printed on the
press of F G williams & co the church s press which also
printed the first mormon hymnal and the mormon newspaper
the latter day saints messenger and advocate president will-
iams also accepted several short term mission calls

in 1834 president williams became a member of zion s
camp which was organized to relieve the distraught belea
gueredgueren saints in missouri he was appointed paymaster and
served as a scout camp doctor and general the group sought
to travel anonymously and perhaps because he was one of the
older men in the group curious people would approach him
on the matter of the group s identity

they then addresedaddressedaddresed themselves to dr frederick G will-
iams to see if they could find out who the leader of the
camp was the doctor replied we have no one in particu-
lar they asked if we had not a general to take the lead of
the company the reply was no one in particular but
said they is there not some one among you whom you call
your captain or leader or who is superior to the rest he
answered sometimes one and sometimes another takes
charge of the company so as not to throw the burden upon
any one in particular 16

the next year 1835 president williams helped organize
and became a trustee of the school of the prophets where he
also taught and was appointed editor of yet another mormon
newspaper published in kirtland the northern times a
weekly political newspaper dedicated to the support of the

see dac 81 it was not until march of 1833 however that he was set
apart as second counselor in the first presidency of the church president wil-
liamss certificate of ordination to the church presidency signed by joseph
smith and sidney rigdon is found at the church historian s office

DHC vol 11II 69 70 president williams s discharge papers from the
army where he served as counselor to the commander in chief of the

army of the lords house quartermaster and many other duties to which he
was appointed can be found on file at the church historians office
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democratic party 17 in 1837 his activities increased to include
those of the office of justice of the peace of kirtlandkirtland1818 and of
an official of the mormon owned and operated kirtland safety
society anti banking company where he eventually became
president 19

friendship WITH JOSEPH SMITH

the covenant president williams had made with joseph
smith in august of 1831 on the occasion of their first meeting
was as much a promise to stand by the prophet as it was to obey

in the DHC vol 11II 227 josephsmithjosephJosephSmithsmith jr indicates that about themidthemedthe mid-
dle of may of 1835 frederick G williams was appointed to edit the north-
ern times a weekly newspaper which we had commenced in february last in
in favor of democracy

the gainsvillepainsvillePainsville telegraph ohio vol XIII no 51 friday 12 june
1835 gives notice of this appointment in their column the telegraph im-
portant we learn by the warren news letter that 0 cowdery has with-
drawn from the editorial department of the northern times a mormon van
buren paper published in this county and that F G williams will henceforth
act as editor of that invaluable journal it is thought that the cause of democ-
racy will not be enclangerd isic by this change as the new encumbent if he
has not like his predecessor seen an angel and hefted the golden plates is
at least a faithful follower of the prophet by whose inspiration the paper will
doubtless still be guided in its political course

frederick G williams became active in local politics the kirtland towns-
hip trustees minutes and poll book 181718381817 1838 p 139 indicates that on 6
april 1836 wiliams ran for the office of overseer of the poor along with two
other candidates when the votes were counted each of the three candidates
had received 147 votes lots were cast as the law provided in the event of
ties and williams lost

on page 143 it is recorded that on 28 june 1836 williams ran for the
office of justice of the peace of kirtland and won against two other candidates
141 votes to 114 and 1 vote

on 24 september 1836 williams was also called to be a juror for the
ensuing year along with five other men see p 143

esquire williams as he was now sometimes called resigned his commis-
sion as justice of the peace on 25 september 1837 see p 155 during his term
among other duties he performed marriages for several people including par-
ley P pratt see book C of marriages in geaughgeauga county ohio p 220 geaugageaugh
county courthouse chardon ohio and wilford woodruff see latter day
saints messenger and advocate vol ill111liiiii no 7 april 1837 p 49 certified
the sale of property see for example the deed on property sold by joseph
smith to samuel whitney lo1010 april 1837 found at lake county historical
society mentor ohio and attested to the 1837 plat of kirtland township as
the mormonscormons envisioned it would become recorder s office geaugageaugh county
courthouse chardon ohio there is a similar though not identical plat of
kirtland in the church historian s office A williams street appears on both

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the
latter day saints 183019001830 1900 lincoln university of nebraska press ard3rd bison
book printing 1968 footnote to chapter one ppap 427428427 428 first edition 1958

his signature appears on several of the kirtland bank notes see the 3003.00300
note reproduced in max H parkin conflict at kirtland unpublished doc-
toral dissertation brigham young university 1966 p 216 and the loo1.00100 note
reproduced at lake county historical society mentor ohio he was also a de-
fendant in a lawsuit involving the bank see book U of geaughgeauga county com-
mon pleas court records p 355 on file in the county courthouse at chardon
ohio
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the lord this promise was renewed under special circum-
stances in 1834 joseph smith records that after he had washed
the feet of each assembled elder climaxing an evening of
spirituality brother frederick G wiliams being moved upon
by the holy ghost washed my feet in token of his fixed de-
termination to be with me in suffering or in journeying in life
or in death and to be continually on my right hand 20 through
the next years this promised companionship manifested itself
in many ways in addition to the association their church
duties provided elder williams became the prophet s scribe
and sermon writer from 183218361832 1836 21 in this capacity presi-
dent williams penned many important documents including
architectural drawings for the city of zion several revelations
and the first extant account of the first vision 22 joseph smith
records in his journal that the two families boarded at each
other s homes and worked each other s farms and that the two
men studied hebrew and other subjects together they also
traveled together on church business and twice were missionary
companions each had occasions to defend the other before
church and civic bodies against false brethren and mobbersrobbersmobbers on
one occasion the prophet who was about the same size as re-
becca williams was dressed up in her clothing and thus dis-
guised passed undetected through an assembled mob sur-
rounding the williams home 23 As a token of his esteem for
his second counselor joseph named his second son frederick
granger williams smith 24

in one of the few character sketches joseph smith ever
made he recorded the following in november of 1833

brother frederick G williams is one of those men in
whom I1 place the greatest confidence and trust for I1 have
found him ever full of love and brotherly kindness he is
not a man of many words but is ever winning because of his

DHC vol 1I 323
williams writes 1I commenced writing for joseph smith jr july 20th

1832 as may be seen by S rigdon permission dated as above from which time
up to the establishment of the hebrew school in kirtland I1 was constantly in
said smiths employ in an itemized listing of bills owed to him by joseph
smith williams says 3 years & 4 months service writing 2000 commencing
the first of august 1832 and ending in january 1836 these notes are on file
at the church historian s office

see T edgar lyon the sketches on the papyri backingsbacklingsBackings the im-
provementprovement era may 1968 ppap 192319 23 see also dean C jessee the early
accounts of joseph smith s first vision banghambnghambrigham young university studies
vol IX no 3 spring 1969 ppap 275294275 294

williams op cit p 65
F G W smith was bomborn 29 june 1836 in kirtland ohio and died

13 april 1862 in nauvoo illinois
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constant mind he shall ever have place in my heart and is
ever entitled to my confidence he is perfectly honest and up-
right and seeks with all his heart to magnify his presidency
in the church of christ but fails in many instances in conse-
quence of a want of confidence in himself blessed be
brother frederick for he shall never want a friend and his
generation after him shall flourish the lord hath appointed
him an inheritance upon the land of zion yea and his head
shall blossom and he shall be as an olive branch that is
bowed down with fruit 25

in addition to being a commentary on president williams s

character and personality the last part of the sketch is cast in
prophetic language even the prophet s observations about his
counselor s taciturn nature and that he fails in many instances
because of a want of confidence in himself may help explain
future developments regarding elder williams s place in the
presidency and cast light on his relationship to joseph smith
the church and its institutions particularly during the kirt-
land bank episode

practicing MEDICINE AMONG THE SAINTS

president williams continued to earn a portion of his living
by medical practice his ledger shows that at one time or
another he had all the leaders of the church under his care 26

oliver cowdery wrote to a doctor interested in locating in
kirtland

I1 made inquiry on the subject of your coming to this place
to establish yourself as a botanic physician we are a people
who design living near the lord that our bodies may be heal-
ed when we are sick for a general rule though our faith is
yet weak being young weak and surrounded by a wicked
enticing world when however we have need of an earthly
physician and in many instances we have we call upon our
highly esteemed friend and brother dr F G williams uni-
versallyversally known through this country as an eminent and skill-
ful man I1 may say in short he is also a botanic physician
which course of practice is generally approved by us I1 expect
however that he will go to the west next spring 27

DHC vol 1I 444
williams s medical ledger is journal no 370 on file at the church hist-

orian s office
letter to dr L avord from kirtland ohio 15 december 1835 hunti-

ngton library letters microfilm no 67 cited in stanley R gunn oliver
cowdery second elder and scribe salt lake city bookcraft inc 1962 ppap
97 98
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during his medical career dr williams administered to
joseph smith and sidney rigdon in 1831 after they were tarred
and feathered in hiram ohioohio2821 successfully treated several
epidemics of cholera treated hyrum smith for a hatchet
wound he had accidently inflicted upon himself29himself29 and in 1835
saved the life of samuel smith s wife in childbearing as re-
corded by joseph smith

and the word of the lord came unto me saying my ser-
vant frederick shall come and shall have wisdom given him
to deal prudently and my handmaid shall be delivered of a
living child and be spared the doctor came in about one
hour afterwards and in the course of two hours she was de-
livered and thus what god had manifested to me was ful-
filled every whit 30

one of the doctor s problems and it seems to have been
universal among early doctors was the collection of fees for
services performed dr williams it seems never learned the
art of collecting unpaid bills which at times caused a hardship
on himself and family 31 when the doctor was paid it was usu-
ally in goods or services it was unusual enough to be paid in
cash that when in 1837 he received 200 from joseph smith
for past medical bills he wrote 200 CASH 32

dissension IN KIRTLAND

in 1837 the church was passing through some of its most
difficult trials resentment in kirtland and indeed the whole
state of ohio had been growing for some years as a result of
the mormon influx but it was within the ranks of the church
that the greatest friction arose feelings were running high
and dissatisfaction among the saints was common even among
high church authorities who spoke openly of replacing joseph
smith the fallen prophet 33 parley P pratt s comments about

williams op cit p 65
DHC vol 11II 393
ibibidid vol 11II 292 293
at the time of his death dr williams s probate file listed several pages

of names of patients together with the amounts owed him for medical services
performed which came to approximately 800 these bills were never recovered
however and his widow and children were unable to pay his 15.001500 coffin bill
for over three years see frederick G wiliamssWiliamwilliamssss probate file box no 248
office of circuit court adams county courthouse quincy illinois

journal no 370 p 24 church historian s office
for a full account of the events in kirtland see B H roberts A com-

prehensive history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city deseret news press 1930 1I ppap 396409396 409 hereafter referred to as
CHC
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this period though brief reveal the intensity of the emotional
charge running through the community of saints

about this time after I1 had returned from canada there
were earringsjarringsjarrings and discords in the church at kirtland and
many fell away and became enemies and apostates there
were also envyingsenvyings lyings strifesstrafes and divisions which caused
much trouble and sorrow by such spirits I1 was also accused
misrepresented and abused and at one time I1 also was over-
come by the same spirit inin a great measure and it seemed as
if the very powers of darkness which war against the saints
were let loose upon me 34

apparently president williams was also afflicted by the
same spirit for on 29 may 1837 the kirtland stake high coun-
cil leveled charges of misconduct against him as well as par-
ley P pratt david whitmer warren parrish and lyman E
johnson we are not now aware what the specific grounds
were except that the complaint read we the undersignedundersignerundersigned
believing that their course for some time past has been injuri-
ous to the church of god in which they are high officers we
therefore desire that the high council should have an inves-
tigationti of their behavior 35 president williams said that he
felt that according to the book of covenants the high council
was not the proper body to try members of the presidency of
the church after some discussion president williams then
expressed a willingness to be tried before it but still thought it
was not 36 it was put to a vote and it was decided by the coun-
cil that they were not the proper body to try him whereupon

pratt op cit p 168

DHC vol 11II ppap 484 485 although the sequence of events is not
clear a passage from lucy mack smith s book may throw some light on the
nature otof the misconduct charged to williams and the others

at this time a certain young woman who was living at david whitmer s
uttered a prophecy which she said was given her by looking through a black
stone that she found this prophecy gave some altogether a new idea of things
she said the reason why one third of the church would turn away from joseph
was because that he was in transgression himself that he would fall from his
office on account of the same that david whitmer or martin harris would fill
josephjosephss place and that the one who did not succeed him would be the coun-
sellor to the one that did she goes on to explain that dr williams became
her scribe and wrote her revelations for her that those who followed this girl
formed a party held meetings circulated a paper in order to ascertain how
many would follow them and in this spirit contaminated the minds of many
of the brethren against joseph smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the
prophet and his progenitors for many generations london liverpool pub-
lished by S W richards for orson pratt 1853 p 211 photomechanical re-
print by modemmodern microfilm co salt lake city utah

DHC vol 11II 484 485
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he was asked to sit in judgment against the others what fol-
lows would make a good scene in a tragicomedy

after one hours adjournment the council sat again at one
0 clock pm sidney rigdon and oliver cowdery presiding
councilor martin harris moved that president frederick G
williams take a seat with the presidents after much discus-
sion as to the propriety of his sitting motion carried and
president williams took his seat elder parley P pratt then
arose and objected to being tried by president rigdon or
joseph smith jun in consequence of their having previously
expressed their opinion against him stating also that he could
bring evidence to prove what he then said

after much discussion between the councilorscouncillorscouncilors and parties
president rigdon said that under the present circumstances
he could not conscientiously proceed to try the case and after
a few remarks left the stand

president oliver cowdery then said that although he might
not be called upon to preside yet if he should be he should
also be unfit to judge in the case as he had previously ex-
pressed his opinion respecting the conduct of elder parley P
pratt and others and left the stand

president williams then arose and said that as he had
been implicated with the accused he should be unwilling
to preside in the case and left the stand

the council and assembly then dispersed in confusion 37

CAUSES OF CONFLICT

along with the other causes for dissent a major force was
the collapse of the kirtland safety society anti banking co
it was reported that the bank had been instituted by the will

of god ieie by revelation and would never fail let men do
what they would this the prophet denied in open conference
saying that if this had been declared no one had authority
from him for doing so 38 many however became disaffected
toward the prophet

the bank s failure has been attributed to an overextentionoverextension
of credit to an alleged embezzlement of 25000 by warren
parrish and to other ills which have not yet been fully studied
but many of which were common to the nation s banking in-
stitutions as a whole during the economic panic of 1837 39

wdibid p 486
roberts CHC vol I1 p 402
leonard arrington in a note lists the various explanations given at the

time for the failure of the bank beginning with an editorial in the messenger
and advocate july of 1837 see arrington op cit ppap 427428427 428
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although the facts are disputed and they may at this late
date never be resolved it is clear that there was a major quar-
rel between frederick G williams and joseph smith arising
out of the bank troubles in an editorial in the august 1838
number of the elders journal joseph smith gives an account
of the peculationsspeculations of warren parrish as follows

he had the handling of large sums of money and it was
soon discovered that after the money was counted and laid
away and come to be used and counted again that there was
always a part of it missing this being the case repeatedly
and those who owned it knowing that there was no other
person but parrish who had access to it suspicion of necessity
fixed itself on him at last the matter went to such lengths
that a search warrant was called for to search his trunk the
warrant was demanded at the office of F G williams esq
but he refused to grant it some difficulty arose on account of
it 40

the prophet s mother lucy mack smith records one version of
the incident in her book

prior to this a bank was established in kirtland soon af-
ter the sermon above mentioned joseph discovered that a
large amount of money had been taken away by fraud from
this bank he immediately demanded a search warrant of
esquire williams which was flatly refused

1I insist upon a warrant said joseph for if you will
give me one I1 can get the money and if you do not I1 will
break you of your office

well break it is then said williams and we will
strike hands upon it

very well said joseph from henceforth I1 drop you
from my quorum in the name of the lord

williams in wrath replied amen
joseph entered a complaint against him for neglect of

duty as an officer of justice in consequence of which the
magistracy was taken from him and given to oliver cow-
dery 41

mother smith is at least partially in error oliver cowdery
and frederick G williams served simultaneously as justices of
the peace for a time oliver cowdery resigned after a few
months and frederick followed him not long afterward 25
september 1837 an election then was held in which warren
A cowdery and thomas burdick were elected to replace the

roberts CHC vol I1 p 408
lucy mack smith op cit p 210
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two men as justices 42 it is doubtful too that joseph at that
time had sufficient political influence to cause the removal of
dr williams from office once when times were better the
presidency of the church had attempted to get a kirtland jus-
tice of the peace recalled and had failed 43

another version of the argument by frederick s son ezra
granger williams who claims to have been an eyewitness re-
lates that the prophet wished to draw out more money for
speculative purposes but williams acting as an officer of the
bank refused his request suggesting he knew more about the
rules of banking than did the prophet whereupon an ugly
quarrel followed and angry words were used

I1 did not think that the prophet had any faults but heard
him as he greatly condemned my father then shortly there-
after he returned and on bended knees crying like a child
humbly asked my fathers forgiveness admitting that he was
wrong and that my father was right he pleaded with him to
still be friends and to continue by his side as usual my father
gladly forgave him but answered no as the people would
never have the confidence in him again that they had had be-
fore 44

though they were reconciled there was in fact public loss
of confidence in president williams at a conference of the
church in kirtland held 3 september 1837 williams was sus-
tained in the first presidency but the vote was not unani-
mous 4541

REMOVAL TO MISSOURI

by the end of 1837 most of the mormonscormons had left kirtl-
and for missouri it is not known precisely when president
williams arrived with his family but it is reported that he
built his home across from the prophet s in the village of far
west 446 at a conference of the church held 7 november 1837
at far west the proposal to sustain president williams in the

see kirtland township trustees minutes and poll book 181718381817 1838 ppap
153 155 157

on 17 november 1867 seventy one signatures were collected on a peti-
tionti demanding the resignation of esquire A hansen they did not succeed
however as justice hansen served out his term which expired 18 june 1837
when oliver cowdery was elected in his place the petition is found at the
lake county historical society mentor ohio

williams op atcitcirclr ppap 113 114
DHC vol 11II 509
williams op atcitcirclr ppap 115 118
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presidency again met with opposition and after a lengthy de-
bate hyrum smith was nominated to take his place

he then nominated frederick G williams to be his second
counselor but he was objected to by elder lyman wight in
a few remarks referring to a certain letter written to this
place by the said frederick G williams

also elder marsh objected to president williams
elder james emmet also objected to president williams
bishop edward partridge said he seconded president will-

iams nomination and should vote for him and as to said let-
ter he had heard it and saw nothing so criminal in it

president david whitmer also made a few remarks in
president williams favor

elder marsh made further remarks
elder thomas grover also objected to president williams
president sidney rigdon then nominated president hyrum

smith to take president williams place
the moderator called for a vote inin favor of president will-

iams but he was rejected

he then called for a vote in favor of president hyrum
smith which was carried unanimously 47

elder williams though no longer a member of the first presi-
dency was still a member of the church in good standing as
evidenced by the fact that on 6 december 1837 he was appoint-
ed to sign elders licenses as chairman pro tempore of the mis-
souri high council in the absence of president whitmer 4841

of particular interest as indicating the williamseswilliamsenWilliamses feelings
in 1838 is a letter written to rebecca williams from her broth-
er

after her baptism into the church her father had disowned
her and hadrefusedhad refused members of the family permission to have
anything further to do with her when her father learned of
the 183718381837 1838 exodus of the saints from kirtland and heard it

DHC vol 11II 522 523 joseph smith recorded a revelation indicating
that transgression was the cause for elder williamss removal from the presi-
dency

revelation given july 8 1838 making known the duty of william W
phelps and frederick G williams verily thus saith the lord in consequence
of their transgressions their former standing has been taken away from them
and now if they will be saved let them be ordained as elders in my church to
preach my gospel and travel abroad from land to land and from place to place
to gather mine elect unto me saith the lord and let this be their labors from
henceforth amen DHC vol ill111liiiiiili 46 see footnote B H roberts indicated
that he found this formerly unpublished revelation on file in package XVI at
the church historian s office

ibidibid vol 11II 527
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rumored that his daughter and soninlawson in law turned from the
church and denounced joseph smith he wrote rebecca and
asked her to come home if the rumor were true rebecca an-
swered him from far west missouri on 1 august 1838 reaf-
firming their faith both in the church and the prophet his
letter relates that their father had read her letter and after a
moment of silence had looked up and said not a word of re
pentencepencencepenpentence49tence

by april of 1839 joseph smith had lived through his im-
prisonment at liberty and had escaped his captors and most of
the membership of the church had been run out of missouri
under the extermination order of governor boggs the scat-
tered saints had begun to regroup themselves on the eastern
side of the mississippi river principally at quincy illinois
when dr willams arrived there he learned that he and sev-
eral others had been excommunicated from the church on 17
march 1839 they were charged with leaving the saints in
time of peril persecution and dangers and acting against the
interests of the church we do not know more precisely the
substance of the charges 50 in spite of this dr williams con-
tinued his close association with the church he was one of
those asked by joseph smith a few months later to make affi-
davits concerning the property they had lost in missouri so that
he might use them to aid in obtaining redress from the federal
government 51

at the church conference held in april of 1840 in nauvoo
frederick G williams presented himself on the stand and

williams op cit p 197
DHC vol ill111liililili 284 the following may indicate the nature of the

charges at the trial of joseph smith jr and others for high treason and
other crimes against the state of missouri begun 12 november 1838 printed
as senate document 189 on 15 february 1841 burr riggs one of the state s
witnesses and williams s soninlawson in law testified that sidney rigdon suspected
dr williams of using his influence against the church

about the latter part of july I1 heard sidney rigdon say rthatjthat wm
W phelps and dr williams and he strongly suspected john corrill were
using their influence against the presidency of the church and further said
corrill and phelps were men of great influence in the country and their influ-
ence must be put down senate document 189 p 28

his affidavit reads 1 I do certify that I1 was a resident of caldwell county
in the state of missouri in the year of our lord 1838 and owned land to a
considerable amount building lots etc in the village of far west and in con-
sequence of mobocracy together with governor boggs exterminating order was
compelled to leave the state under great sacrifice of real and personal property
which has reduced and left myself and family in a state of poverty with a deli-
cate state of health in an advanced stage of life furthermore this deponent
saith not given under my hand at quincy illinois march 17 1840 DHC
vol IV 69 the original is on file at the church historian s office
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humbly asked forgiveness for his conduct and expressed his
determination to do the will of god in the future his case was
presented to the conference by president hyrum smith when
it was unanimously resolved that fredrick sic G williams
be forgiven and be received into the fellowship of the
church 52

brother williams remained in the church the rest of his
life his home was in quincy illinois 33 where he continued to
practice medicine but he made frequent trips to nauvoo to
treat and visit his longtime friend the prophet on his last vis-
it joseph smith put his arm around him and said brother
frederick I1 hate to see you return home you are going there
to die frederick answered 1 I am already a dead man 54 he
died a short time later at his home in quincy of a hemorrhage
of the lungs although his son ezra thought it was more of a
broken heartheart35 on 10 october 1842 two years before the pro-
phet s martyrdom

in the spirit of the covenant frederick G williams had
made his wife rebecca and son ezra heeded the church s callcailcalicall5616

and went west with the ezra T benson company in 1849 re-
becca married president heber C kimball and lived until 1862
ezra G williams following in his father s footsteps became a
successful doctor and established the first hospital west of the
mississippi he was also surgeon general of the nauvoo legion
in utah and participated in the echo canyon war through
him many hundreds of frederick G williams s descendants
are active in the church today in fulfillment of the prophecy
of joseph smith that his generation after him shall flourish
this family was the only one from the original first presidency
to go west and stay in the church

conclusion
in 1925 B H roberts wrote the following letter to fred-

erick s grandson

my attention has been called to what is considered a little
12ikid12ibidibid p lio110iloiio

williams bought lot 7 block 30 on 10 july 1840 from his soninlawson in law
burr riggs see book Q p 156 land records of adams county illinois at
adams county courthouse quincy illinois

williams op cit ppap 126 127
ibid
heber C kimball wrote a special letter to the family then living in st

louis urging them to come with the saints that he would look after them
the letter is found in journal no 370 church historian s office
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neglect of your fathers or grandfather s historical connection
with the church and concerning the work to be done for him
in the temple the matter was called to my attention because
of the sympathy that I1 have for our early church leaders and
the recollection of the fact by me that in some cases perhaps
fairness and justice was not always delt out to them in the
dark and cloudy days thru which the church passed and
when men thru lack of experience and adjustment to the new
and developing organization got out of step and lagged be-
hind

I1 am informed by those who approached me on the sub-
ject that arrangements were made for him to receive the or-
dinancesdinances of the temple including the very highest that can
be given to man ancand if such an approval for such work was
given at any time I1 think that it devolves upon you to earn-
estly carry that forth to completion removing obstacles that
may have arisen concerning it so that justice may be secured
for this veteran in the work of the lord for I1 am one who
believes that the little weaknesses and misfortunes that baffle
men ought not to stand in the way of those who were un-
doubtedly chosen of the lord to assist in bring lingfingringl forth
this work and dr williams was one who contributed to that
cause and his legal representatives should be diligent in see-
ing that there is secured to him every blessing which of right
can be claimed in his behalf 57

prior to joining the church frederick granger williams
had become a successful doctor with an established practice and
a bright future he had held an elective civil office for four
years owned land was relatively wealthy and highly respected
he entered the church in his mature years forsaking all these
material things vigorously engaging in the church s activities
whatever they were although his testimony and love of the
gospel and for joseph smith caused him to be persecuted and
driven from his home and in time it cost him all that he own-
ed and broke his health it was only within the church that
he rose to his greatest heights he became a justice of the
peace the editor of a newspaper the president of a bank a
trustee of a school and a member of the presidency of the
church his was the privilege of being equal in holding the
keys of the kingdom with joseph smith and sidney rigdon
dacd&c 906 he participated in many glorious spiritual ex-
periencesperiences culminating with the dedication of the kirtland tem

letter from B H roberts to ezra H G williams 10 october 1925 a
copy of which can be found at the church historians office
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pie where he saw an angelangel58 and greatest privilege of all
was permitted to see the savior himself 59 he lost his position
of leadership and eventually even his membership in the
church but whatever his personal weaknesses he had the
strength of character to maintain his loyalty to the prophet and
return humbly to the church when it would have been so easy
to have disintegrated in bitterness

DHC vol 11II 427 joseph smith records
president frederick G williams arose and testified that while presi-

dent rigdon was making his first prayer an angel entered the window and took
his seat between father smith and himself and remained there during the
prayer

on the first day of the dedication president frederick G williams one
of the counselors of the prophet and who occupied the upper pulpit bore
testimony that the savior dressed in his vesture without seam came into the
stand and accepted of the dedication of the house that he saw him and he
gave a description of his clothing and all things pertaining to it george A
smith journal of discourses vol XI p 10

fire

mildred T hunt

the texture of the fabric
and its inner strength
tell whether
fire destroys

or

illuminates and blesses
even transfigurestrans figures
with sure knowledge
him whose avid breath
excites its pure flame

mrs hunt lives in sacramento california
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A number of years ago brigham H roberts noted latter
day saint church official and historian said concerning the
LDS missionaries to india that there is nothing more heroic
in our church annals than the labors and sufferings of these
brethren of the mission to india 1 considering the times in
which roberts lived and the knowledge he had of the trials
and sufferings of the early members of the church this state-
ment takes on great proportions and yet a few years ago
kenneth scott latourette devoted only one sentence of his
multivolumemultivolumedmultivolume work A history of the expansion of christianity
to the same LDS mission he wrote in passing we hear of
the mormon missionaries but they seem not to have attracted
an extensive following 2 the difference in emphasis between
what roberts and latourette wrote is not one of sympathy
alone but of knowledge of the subject roberts was familiar
with some of the missionaries through personal acquaintance
latourette probably did not have materials available to him
that could give him more information than he revealed nearly
all of the records that tell the full story of the LIDSLDS indian en-
deavor are printed in early mormon periodicals or are con-
tained in old journals that only recently have been made avail-
able to the public

the mission to india began not in utah where brigham

dr britsch is assistant professor of history and associate coordinator of asian
studies at brigham young university his current research interest is india

brigham H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city the deseret news press 1930
vol IV p 72

kenneth scott latourette A history of the expansion of christianity new
york harper and brothers publishers 1944 vol VI
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young had established the saints but in england the need for
a mission was recognized when two persons in india private
thomas metcalf of the british army and william A sheppard
of calcutta wrote asking for tracts literature and other infor-
mation about the church concurrent with these requests came
word concerning missionary efforts of two sailors who after
being baptized in england on 27 january 1849 had sailed on
a voyage that terminated at calcutta india there they found
it necessary to wait while their ship received needed repairs
these men george barber and benjamin richey were the
first known members of the church to set foot on indian soil
they were also the first missionaries while they were in cal-
cutta they became acquainted with a religious group who called
themselves the plymouth brethren barber and richey did their
best to explain mormonism and received a warm response from
several members of the group these sailors were not well in-
formed as to the doctrine of the church nor did they hold
priesthood authority and for this reason when they arrived
back in england they asked the church authorities there to
send someone to baptize several of the plymouth brethren 3

because of these requests elder joseph richards was sent
to calcutta by GB wallace a church authority in england
richards arrived at calcutta in june 1818515 1 he did not stay there
long on this first visit however because he had obtained pas-
sage under contract as a sailmaker and could not find a replace-
ment when the ship sailed back to england but while there he
baptized the first converts of india ordained several men to
the priesthood and established the wanderer s branch 4

it was not until 25 december 1851 that elder william
willes richards s replacement arrived in calcutta he had
been called by lorenzo snow who was president of the swiss
and italian missions and who felt it his prerogative to include
india in his area of authority 5 willes was called especially to

letter from benjamin richey to george A smith nephi utah 2 decem-
ber 1865 record on file in the LDS church historian s office and in the
manuscript history of the east india mission

journal history of the east india mission branch record p 1 friday
26 december 1851 daily record kept by the LDS church historian s office
salt lake city utah

millennial star london england vol XIII p 348 and vol XIV p
91 the millennial star was a weekly publication of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints the missionaries of the india mission wrote fre-
quent letters to the president of the european mission many of the letters were
published under the heading foreign correspondence hereafter these
references will be cited as MS
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go to calcutta another elder hugh findlay was sent to
bombay by snow at the same time

willes found only six members of the church and they
were essentially without leadership richards had returned to
london and maurice white who had been ordained an elder
and set apart as branch president only a week after his bap-
tism had also departed for england with the intention of
learning more about the operation of the church willes soon
organized the group and gave the male members such responsi-
bilitiesbili ties as secretary treasurer and book agent plans were
drawn for the publication of a tract in the bengali hindi and
hindustani languages 6 within a few days after his arrival
willes was informed by james patric meik one of the first
converts that he intended to build a lecture hall on land that
he had leased for the church by the time willes had been in
india for two weeks he had lectured several times concerning
the gospel and he was sure that he would have success he was
elated by a report from a native indian woman named anna
who had been baptized by elder white to the effect that a
whole church of native episcopalian christians would desire
baptism just as soon as matters could be arranged in relation
to their social position etc 7 in his first letter home willes
wrote

although I1 am writing in this cool businesslike strain my
heart is bounding with grateful emotions of thanksgiving that
he has made me and my brethren the instruments in his
hands for spreading such glorious tidings in a land filled
with darkness selfishness and cruel habitations 8

january february and march 1852 brought continued suc-
cess willes had obtained the services of an indian who had
set to work translating ancient gospel restored a tract by lor-
enzo snow willes was also presenting a series of twenty lec-
tures that were well attended the number of people baptized
continued to mount and opposition to his message was mini-
mal by 24 march there were twelve european and twenty
native members on 6 april willes baptized eleven native
men who came from a distant village three of these men were
soon given the aaronic priesthood 9

661ournaljournal history branch record p 3
MS vol XIV p 90

8 ibid
MS vol XIV p 315
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during april some opposition began to arise from the pro-
testant ministers in calcutta these men told the new members
of the church that they would become muslims and be
obliged to have many wives etc and that joe smith bought
three hundred thousand mormonscormons with the gold that he found
in california but even with such rumors

by the beginning of may 1852 the membership to the
church inin and around calcutta had increased to one hundred
and fifty of whom three were elders eight priests nine
teachers eight deacons and one hundred and twenty two lay
members by including children belonging to the baptized
families there were more than three hundred indian saints of
all sizes colors and languages on the previous christmas

1851 there were only sixsix members 10

by mid may the church had grown another 39 members the
total membership amounted to 189 of whom 170 were byotsryots
or native farmers 11

spreading the message was difficult willes reported that
when hebe left the confines of calcutta the people were scat-
tered over an immenseimmense district of ploughedsloughedploughed fields and very bad
or no regular roads 12 he had no knowledge of indian social
patterns he had no missionary plan to follow and the climate
was very difficult for him to adjust to

in august 1852 joseph richards arrived once again in cal-
cutta A few days later richards baptized william sheppard
and his son sheppard it will be remembered had been one of
those who originally inquired for information regarding mor-
monism following these baptisms there was little activity for
the next two months the rains continued heavy until early
november and by that time even though attendance at meet-
ings was picking up willes and richards had decided to set
out for the punjab a distance of about one thousand miles
northwest of calcutta they sustained elder james patric meik
as branch president and set out 13

what followed over the next number of months was one
of the great missionary journeys of LDS history willes and
richards traveled over 620 miles on foot before they became
convinced that it would be more economical to travel by ox

MS vol XIV p 413
ibid
ibid
MS vol XV p 332
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drawn wagon during their travels they visited many of the
sacred places of the hindu religion as well as the famed taj
mahal As they made their way up the ganges river basin
they preached as they traveled and baptized a number of peo-
ple on their way perhaps the most interesting description they
wrote concerning the places they visited was that of banarasbabarasBanaras
few hindus however would share their appraisal of this holy
city

banarasbabaras is the sacred city of the hindus of great antiquity
swarming with devotees from all parts of india having in-
numerable shrines temples idols sacrifices brahmin bulls
painted and besmeared pilgrims maimed halt and blind
inin many cases wantonly effected in sacrifice to their idols
the shrines and idols where they offer small portions of
rice flowers and other matters mingling and forming a de-
coction which the strong stomach of a hindu god or a sec-
tarian god without parts alone could entertain with any
degree of comfort these are certainly choice quarters for
the residence of gods 14

by the time they had traveled to agra 800 miles from cal-
cutta they had baptized sixteen people at this point how-
ever richards s health began to fail him and he decided that
he should not continue on to the punjab accordingly he made
his way back toward calcutta but willes decided to go on
alone from agra he went to a village called dugshai and
from there to simla which is directly north of new delhi
dugshaiDugshai and simla are what the british call hill towns

high in the himalayan foothills willes also traveled in the
punjab but his successtheresuccess there was very limited he reported
that the military establishments were almost all closed up
against him he believed that the chaplains had carefully writ-
ten to one another warning of his coming 15

willes and richards were not the only LDS missionaries
working in india hugh findlay had by this time been in bom-
bay for more than a year he did not have the success that
willes enjoyed for he had been met almost from the day of his
arrival by opposition from the established protestant sects the
press and military officers and chaplains 16 thus it was necesfeces

ibid
MS vol XV p 686 and amos milton musser diary journal III111ili

ppap 161716 17 mssass in possession of burton musser salt lake city and copy in
the possession of brigham young university special collections library provo
utah and gertrude musser richards pleasant grove utah hereafter cited
as musser

MS vol XIV p 463
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sary from the beginning that findlay publicly defend his posi-
tion in bombay

it took findlay almost six months to baptize his first six
converts he was not allowed in any military areas in bombay
and was forbidden to preach to military personnel because he
was not making much headway in bombay he decided to move
to what he hoped would be a more fruitful location he se-
lected poona about ninety miles from bombay and went
there he was again greeted by a hostile press and by military
officials who were at first not willing to let him preach per-
mission to proselyte was finally given because the officer in
charge felt that the less these people are opposed the less
harm they would do 17

several kinds of trouble occurred mostly because of a
rumor that the mormonscormons would buy the drafts of the british
soldiers and send them to california another problem had to
do with an anti mormon tract that was widely distributed
notwithstanding these difficulties elder findlay was success-
ful in organizing a branch of twelve members in poona by
mid september 1852 they were a little company of a
mixed birth european eurasian and native xax8

in october findlay was directed to leave the military can-
tonmenttonment by that time it was evident to the officer in charge
that findlay was not a temporary visitor findlay found new
quarters which he described in these words

this house is a little uncouth to the eye bearing a resem-
blance to an english storeroomstore room or a bombay godowngo down hav-
ing a door six feet by six feet at each end and two win-
dows four by six feet on each side with iron bars and the
light of day is an apology for glass indeed having such an
edifaceedifice for bedroom parlour and sanctuary it required con-
siderablesiderable faith to convince one s self that imprisonment is
not added to banishment but we stoop to conquer and are
thankful to the lord for it 19

findlay held church meetings in this place in addition to living
there he did have plans to build a chapel directly across the
street though and saw its completion several months later

after his extermination from the cantonmentscantonments findlay
turned more and more to the native population he studied the
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maratha ianlanlanguage
1
aualre and spent a great deal of time with a group

of brahmin intellectuals who made it a practice to discuss re-
ligion with missionaries

during the time when willes and richards were preaching
in northern india and findlay was working in bombay and
poona events were taking place in utah that were of great im-
portance to the india mission in late august 1852 a confer-
ence was held in salt lake city in which 108 missionaries were
called to serve in various parts of the world of that number
9 were assigned to india and 4 were sent to siam present day
thailand 20 these 13 men in company with a number of
others who were assigned to the pacific area traveled by wagon
to san pedro and sailed to san francisco there the men going
to india and siam embarked on a clipper ship called the
monsoon bound for calcutta they sailed on 29 january 1853
and arrived at calcutta on 25 april the voyage had taken
eighty six days and had covered 10976 miles from san fran-
cisco 21cisco

the elders were very excited about their arrival and were in
good health and spirits for a number of days they had in-
tensifiedtensified their study of the gospel and missionary techniques
every day they held classes inin which richard ballantyne and
chauncey W west lectured on english grammar they gave
practice sermons to each other and freely criticized what they
heard

As they traveled up the hooghly river they were struck by
the beauty of the scenery amos milton musser recorded these
words

apraar 25 which should have read 26126 am we arrived oppo-
site ft william about 6 oclock the beauty of scenery sur-
passes anything I1 ever before beheld on both sides of the river
as we passed along its shores about noon we took a cus-
toms house officer aboard the tide has been in our favor
my feelings while beholding the beautiful scenes as we passed
along the muddy channel of the hooglyhongly which presented
themselves as I1 stated before isis undescribable 22

when the elders contacted the members of the church in
calcutta they were somewhat disappointed to find that
matthew mccune the husband of their hostess was in burma

roberts2robertseroberts A comprehensive history vol IV ppap 555655 56
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on a military assignment that willes and richards were still
upcountryup country and that of about 180 members 170 natives there
were but 6 or 8 left 23 they were pleased however to dis-
cover that james patric meik had built a chapel at least they
had a place to preach

on 29 april a conference was held that was intended for
all the members in calcutta but there were only four people
present who were not missionaries the pertinent business at
hand was to decide who would lead the mission and who
would be assigned to the variousvarious parts of india natanialnatanianNatanial vary
jones was selected as president of the mission and president of
the calcutta branch the remaining elders were assigned as
follows amos milton musser was to remain in calcutta tru-
man leonard and samuel amos woolley were to go to chin
sura a city thirty miles north from calcutta william fother-
ingham and william F carter were assigned to dinaporedinamoreDinapore 290
miles northwest from calcutta and Richardrichard ballantyne robert
skelton and robert owens were to sail south to the city of
madras the four brethren who had been sent to siam found
that they could not obtain passage during the next few months
and as a result agreed that elam luddington and levi savage
should stay in calcutta and look for a way to burma and then
to siam and chauncey walker west and benjamin F dewey
were to go to ceylon until fall when they expected to obtain
passage they had originally planned to go by way of burma
but that way was not open because of the second anglo bur
mese war 24

the days and weeks that followed were filled with a great
deal of activity the elders bound for madras ceylon and
burma all found passage and sailed by 20 june all three of
these pairs of elders had experiences at sea that involved con-
siderablesiderable danger because of a severe storm the first attempted
voyage of elders luddington and savage to burma nearly took
the lives of all the persons on board musser described the re-
turn of the elders to calcutta in this way

while at dinner brother luddington came in in an awful pre-
dicamentdicament close azcsicszc dirty hat reduced to 23 the size etc
etc the ship they started to rangoon in three days after they
left here she sprung a leak and they have been bailing and
pumping water night and day ever since they throwedthrower all
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their cargo overboard and gave themselves up to the lord and
resigned themselves for a watery grave they throwedthrower all of
the stores overboard but the lord delivered them safe 25

ballantyne and skelton who had found it necessary to go to
madras without robert owens were caught in the same storm
and their ship nearly sank in all the elders experienced six
storms and other mishaps at sea that were severe enough to
cause them fear for their lives fortunately however no mis-
sionariessionaries were lost at sea

when the missionaries separated and went to their various
areas of labor the east india mission actually became several
missions communications between missionaries were very inin-
adequate travel was slow and relatively expensive because
of these problems india burma and siam were not a well
integrated mission in the sense that england and other LDS
missions were at that time

truman leonard and samuel A woolley established them-
selves at chinsuraChin sura where they found joseph richards he had
assumed the leadership of the chinsuraChin sura saints when he re-
turned from his journey toward the punjab he was by this
time inin good health and had decided to go to calcutta and
from there to the salt lake valley he sailed from calcutta
bound for california and utah on 18 june 1853 20 leonard
and woolley worked inin chinsuraChinsura for three months but did not
baptize anyone

william fotheringham and william F carter traveled to
dinaporedinamoreDinapore and worked there and round about for a short time
then on 5 june they returned to calcutta carter became very
ill and it was decided that in order to preserve his life he
should be released from his call and sent home on 7 july he
boarded the john gilpingilpm and sailed for boston after carter
left fotheringham worked inin calcutta with elders jones mus-
ser and owens for the next month and a half

during july and august several letters arrived inin calcut-
ta which had been sent from william willes who was working
near delhi in each letter he asked for a companion and finally
sent twentyfivetwenty five rupees to assist with any travel expenses of
another elder by 19 august 1853 elders fotheringham and
woolley had both decided to join willes A few days later
they took places on a government bullock train and
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traveled day and night for almost a month when they arrived
at secundrabad they left the train and traveled to meet willes
at belesporetelesporeBelespore not far from there by this time he was quite
discouraged but felt that there was still some hope for the
people of this region however he decided after spending only
a brief time with woolley and fotheringham that he would
return to calcutta after discussing the work in this area with
willes the two men went to mekrutmeerut thirty eight miles north-
east of delhi and willes returned to calcutta 27

I1

meerutmekrut had the largest number of europeans in the area of
the upper provinces with 250 civilians many officers and
two or three regiments 28 but even though there seemed to be
a large number of potential converts the elders met with poor
success the major cause of their failure was the attitude of
the commanding officer of the military in that cantonment his
treatment of the elders was typical of what they received in
nearly every part of india when woolley and fotheringham
called upon brigadier general scott and asked for permission
to teach he told them that he had been informed of their work
by the bishop of calcutta and that he would not consider it
fair to his own chaplains to have mormonscormons preaching in the
area fotheringham reported their interview in this way

we then asked him if we could lodge in the cantonmentscantonments
he replied not without his permission and if he granted us
two weeks stay in this place as soon as the time was expired
we would be under necessity of having it renewed again and
many other restrictions he laid upon us which would be too
numerous to mention among some of the restrictions was if
we should get a place outside of the boundary lines to preach
in we were not allowed to send a circular amongst the sol-
diers to notify our meetings if we did we should be marched
out of the cantonmentscantonments without a moments notice or if we
should be found preaching to the soldiers on the streets we
should be marched out this is like tying a mans hands and
feet and throwing him into a river and making him swim 29

they then turned to thetinetiietlle civilian population but had no suc-
cess after five more weeks they moved to delhi 50 then seven
weeks later they moved seventy miles north to the city of kur
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naul and after that area proved unsuccessful they moved back
to agra they arrived there at christmas time but once again
they were not allowed to teach any military personnel the
civilian population was their only hope they obtained a hall
and held meetings for several nights but the crowds dwindled
from twenty four down to one investigator on the fourth
night and the meetings were discontinued 31 the elders were
tired and discouraged by this time one wrote

it makes me almost sick at heart to read of the elders in
other countries doing such great works I1 hope the lord
will be pleased to let us go before long to some other place
where we can do some good for the cause but gods will be
done not minemine unless minemine is his it was necessary for
somebody to come here and it might as well be us as any
others 32

woolley and fotheringham left agra and worked their
way toward calcutta they preached the gospel at cawnporeCawnpore
allahabadAllahabad and other towns along the way and then returned
to calcutta on 6 march 1854 their long journey had not pro-
duced any success for not a baptism was performed on the
entire expedition 33

the months that marked their absence from calcutta
brought little more success there jones musser owens and
later leonard who had been at chinsuraChinsura until he thought his
labors there to be useless worked diligently at spreading their
message they printed several tracts handed them to people in
the streets and in their homes and held many meetings at
which they delivered lectures but none of their approaches
seemed to succeed

by that date the major problems of preaching in india had
become quite evident NV jones wrote a long letter to the edi-
tor of the millennial star in england in it he summarized the
problems they were having as missionaries

concerning the types of people and the clergy who lived in
the area where willes and richards and woolley and fother-
ingham had worked jones wrote

the settlements inin the upper provinces are chiefly composed
of invalids from the lower provinces and soldiers who have
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in a manner worn themselves out in the service and have
settled down upon small pensions besides these there are a
few public officers who are engaged in business for the
government of the company east india or some military
station the inhabitants range generally from ten to one hun-
dred inin a place except agra and one or two other places
which have about two hundred each and as to soldiers it is
aL hard matter to get access to them although the law does
not rule over the consciences of men but the discretionary
power of the officers does effectually accomplish it to the
great satisfaction of the clergy there are two kinds of priests
who are allowed to be with the soldiers viz the church of
england and catholic and all others are excluded and the
most rigid measures are taken to prevent their introduction 34

jones then wrote about the aristocratic nature of the en-
glishmenglishmen the missionaries were working with

the europeans of india are generally of the aristocracy at
home and entertain such an exalted opinion of themselves
and of human greatness that it isis impossible for a common
man to speak to them there is scarcely a man in this country
whose fate isis not linked with either the company or the
government and to come to our meetings or independently
investigate our principles would jeopardize his office and
salary in fact that class of people amongst which the gos-
pel has been preached with such good success is not in this
country 35

concerning this same problem that of the social conscious-
ness of the europeans amos M musser wrote

in going to preach to the inhabitants of india europeans
is like going to england and america and selecting none but
the aristocracy or upper ten to preach to as all the european
inhabitants of this country are living in the greatest ease
having many servants to wait on them they care nothing for
the servants of god 36

perhaps elder jones did not feel that he had put his point
across well enough because he went on to explain

if gabriel from the region of bliss the presence of god
should come I1 do not believe that he would attract any curi-
osity or create any excitement whatever they would not
stop their carriages or look out of their windows to see him
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they are so lost in their own folly that the holy ghost and
the bible isis of so little consequence that they have not got
time to spend with them 37

the aristocracy of india waswa not receptive to the LDS
missionaries this was a very great problem but it would have
been accepted by the elders more easily if there had been anail
alternative group that they could turn to unfortunately the
elders were as disappointed with the native peoples as they
were with the europeans consider what jones had to say about
the natives

it appears that they have a great disregard to all principles
of honesty and honor from the highest rajahsrajahn to the meanest
ryot and the greatest breaches of fidelity and trust are
looked upon by the injured party with a degree of compla-
cency as thought it was expected and in the same light
they look upon all schemes of deliberate systematic fraud
perjury and all violations of truth honor honesty these
things are indeed not matters of conscience with them and
they are fully competent to do the meanest possible amount
and are not capable of forming any friendship or attachments
that can be valued over one prcepicearce which is equivalent to one
quarter of a cent there are many in government and indi-
vidual employ who have been for years carrying on a well
regulated system of fraud and who are known to be such
characters by their employers and to exchange them or turn
them off would be only making a bad matter worse to all
human appearance there is scarcely a redeeming quality in
the nation 38

jones was not generous in his accessmentaccessment of india but it
must be recognized that he was conscious of the fact that many
members of the church in england europe and america were
watching and expecting great success in india he wanted to
make sure they knew what problems the missionaries were
having

the attitude jones had developed toward the people of
india was typical of that held by the other LDS missionaries
the treatment they received in every part of india was similar
to what jones described circumstances differed to a certain
extent in each locality but as a whole affairs were quite uni-
form

the experiences of the other elders showed considerable
personal stamina and courage in addition to the rather long
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journeys that have been mentioned missionaries worked and
traveled in and around madras colombo ceylon bombay and
its environs karachi in modemmodern pakistan and the area near
there rangoon burma and some areas inland from rangoon
elder luddington who was sent to siam eventually spent
several months in bangkok but with the same lack of success
that troubled the rest of the mission

several points concerning the mission work deserve men-
tion there were in total nineteen missionaries who served in
india burma and siam of that number two were converted
in india the mission was most fully staffed from april 1853
to july 1854 when the elders started to become very discour-
aged and thought more and more of going home

it is almost impossible to determine the total number of
converts made in the mission elder skelton who was the last
man to leave india 2 may 1856 stated that he thought there
were around sixty one members in india and burma at the time
of his departure 39 there were also eleven church members
who had emigrated to salt lake valley this small number of
converts was a great disappointment to the missionaries willes
had baptized many more people than this during his first four
months in india the problem was that most of the natives who
were baptized during that time left the church when it be-
came evident to them that they were not going to receive any
worldly gain this phenomenon was caused by the missionary
techniques of the catholics and protestants elder west inter-
preted the situation this way

the english and american missionaries who have gone to
that country have been furnished with plenty of money by
missionary societies at home and when they found that they
could not win the natives with their principles they have
hired them to join their churches and have written back what
great things they are doing in converting the poor heathen

I1 have had numbers of them come to me and offer to
leave the churches whose names they were then acknowledg-
ing and come to ours if I1 would only give them a few more
cents than they were getting at the same time they knew no
more about the principles and faith of the church to which
they professed to belong than the brute beast and these same
people will bow down and worship sticks and stones gods of
their own make when they think there is no christian seeing
them 40
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west was not entirely fair the procedure of paying natives
had started when the early protestant missionaries had learned
what happened to indians who left their castes and became
christians these people were removed from their castes and
in the eyes of their people they were dead therefore the mis-
sionariessionaries gave them employment as custodians teachers etc
and in that way preserved their lives As the numbers of native
converts grew the problem got out of control and hence in
some cases natives did play one sect off against another when
seeking better wages this was a problem to the LDS mission-
aries and it discouraged them on a number of occasions the
problem of apostasy was also common among the european
converts

As has been mentioned the missionaries had some serious
problems with the clergy of other denominations seemingly
all of the christian churches in india were against the mormon
movement this prejudice grew out of the fact that joseph
smith claimed to have restored the gospel of jesus christ but
even more out of their dislike for the practice of polygamy
this was the major point of contention in all the cities of india
where the elders preached

although some effort was made to work with the native
peoples it must be recognized that the elders did not consider
themselves called to preach to these people in their estima-
tion they had been sent to india to convert the european popu-
lation only after they failed with those people did they turn
to the natives but teaching the natives had several ininherentberentkerent
problems the first difficulty was that of communication the
missionaries attempted to learn some of the native languages
burmese hindustani tamil telegooTelegoo and maratha but were
not able to gain a useful mastery in any case

closely related to the problem of speaking with the people
was that of having almost no religious concepts in common
whereas the elders carried a message having to do with one
god who was described as an anthropomorphic being most of
the natives of india believed in a great number of deities of all
types and forms those few hindus generally brahminsBrahmins who
were capable of understanding the nondualisticnondualistic concept of
brahman were not accessible to the missionaries even if they
had been they would have shared few points in common the
missionaries did not understand hindu parsee or buddhist
concepts any better than natives believing in these religions un
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derstoodderstood mormonism in addition to even the most general con-
cepts of god the mormonscormons differed greatly with the people of
india on the subject of the application of religion hinduism
particularly is not only capable of all inclusiveness in religious
matters but exalts the principle hinduism has had as its great-
est asset for survival the ability to accept many levels and ideas
of truth but although the mormonscormons believed that truth existed
to some degree in most religions they were and are exclusivists
to them only one religion was capable of bringing salvation to
man and that was of course that gospel preached in the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints

it could be supposed that the mormonscormons and the muslims
would have found some common ground for discussion but
there is no evidence that this was so A more nearly similar con-
cept of god a more nearly similar concept of exclusive sal-
vation a true believer psychology among the adherents and
even the common concept of polygamy could have brought
some feelings of common trust between the two groups but
they did not no muslims were converted to the church by
these early missionaries to india

another matter that deserves mention is that of the actual
methods the missionaries used there was no clearcutclear cut program
or approach to teaching the gospel the missionaries distrib-
uted tracts pamphlets some of which were translated I1 and
other literature particularly the book of mormon held lec-
ture meetings and visited homes but these approaches were
not well organized although the LDS missionaries did con-
struct chapels at calcutta poona and karachi they did not
sponsor any schools medical centers or other institutions that
would be classed as part of the social gospel movement such
programs were not part of the general missionary approach of
the church the missionaries themselves had traveled to india
without purse or scrip ie without any financial support
from the church or from missionary societies and were com-
pletely dependent upon the kindness of the people of india for
their daily sustenance while they were there two exceptions
occurred when willes and musser at different times and in
different parts of india decided that they should take employ-
ment in order to stay alive the point is that the elders were
more dependent upon india than india was dependent upon the
elders after a year or so they were free to change their sta-
tions and go to work anywhere they felt they could convert
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more people this tended to eliminate any possibility of suc-
cess that could have come from long acquaintance with a
specific area or group of people however when the situation
in which the missionaries found themselves is considered their
lack of patience can be understood

theoverallthe overall impression the LDS missionaries had upon in-
dia was certainly not significant they seem not to have at-
tracted an extensive following but they were there and they
deserve a great deal of respect for the courage and fortitude
theyexhibitedthey exhibited and perhaps even for their heroic labors
and sufferings

an old woman
clipping her nails

an etching by rembrandt

wayne guymon

golden light streams in upon a woman
A careless gesture it is clipping one s nails
we see her hands
hands that have known tenderness
and given tenderness in silent moments
hands that have held close the paraphernalia of her life
and grown old and wrinkled but not weary
now they remain forever stopped
in the simple motion of a simple life

mr guymon lives in new york city and has published poetry in columbia
review poetry parade and the improvement era he also has two poems in
the encounter anthology



managing conflict
in the restored church

C BROOKLYN DERR

some members of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints contend that conflict has no place in the church
they quote the scripture if ye are not one ye are not
mine they deny the existence of conflict because they feel
that ideally the church should be conflict free but conflicts
do exist in the church they should be managed not ignored

the management of conflict can be improved without im-
pinging on the doctrine of the church and it can best be done
on the local level for a ward or stake to be an effective organi-
zation there will be men in authority who can determine the
source and nature of a conflict these men will know whether
a dispute deserves attention and if so how much time and
energy should be devoted to resolving it because they will
have a real understanding of the nature of the conflict they
will know what actions will bring the most effective reso-
lution

THE NATURE OF CONFLICTS IN THE CHURCH SOME VIGNETTES

intrapersonalIntrapersonal conflict conflicts within self but often re-
sulting from interaction with the organization account for a
source of stress for example unfulfilled expectations about
a position resulting from how it was described as compared
with how it really is breed much intrapersonalintrapersonal conflict A
call in the church may be issued to a person whereby the po-
sition is made to sound more important or responsible than it
really is this may lead to unfulfilled expectations and dis-
satisfaction

another common source of inner stress takes place when
there is identity conflict A person s self concept might pre

dr derr is assistant professor of education and organization at harvard
graduate school of education
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vent him from accepting himself in a certain position in our
ward we have the example of a person who has been called
to numerous clerking and secretarial positions but who does
not see himself as a clerk while he continues to accept these
callings he is generally unhappy in his church work such
intrapersonalintrapersonal conflict affects the quality of his service

bishops and others who frequently counsel with church
members know the extent to which personal problems in-
cluding sin can serve to prevent members from progressing
and can affect the quality of their work and their interaction
with others

at the intrapersonalintrapersonal level of conflict various forms of
counseling seem to be the most effective intervention methods
the new bishops training and self help guide helps bishops
to be better counselors and demonstrates the church s attempt
to improve effectiveness in this area in addition to prevent
identity conflict church leaders should also consider matching
a person s self concept with the job he is being asked to ac-
complishcomplish when callings are made it would also be helpful
to seek to be as realistic as possible in explaining the nature
of the work to be performed this approach would go far
to eliminate many unfulfilled expectations finally church
leaders can get divine inspiration to help them manage intra
personal conflicts and this is of course the key to resolving
such sources of stress in the kingdom of god

interpersonal conflict personality clashes and interper-
sonal disputes are the genesis of much disagreement in the
church examples of these kinds of conflicts are legion for
instance anyone who has ever served an LDS mission knows
that one of the real challenges of the experience is to learn
to live compatibly with another missionary some missionary
teams are able to have both productive and interpersonally
satisfying relationships while other companionshipscompanionships are fraught
with interaction problems that keep the missionaries from fully
engaging in the work in the restored church many student
apartments marriages working relationships eg bishopricsbishoprickbishoprics
presidenciespresidencies and superintendenciessuperin tendencies and ward members suffer
from the interpersonal conflicts that have afflicted their re-
lationshipslation ships

one effective procedure for resolving interpersonal disputes
is to use skillful third parties A third party someone not di
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rectlyerectly involved in the conflict can help individuals in the or-
ganization by creating common incentives for reaching accord
by providing the needed outsider support for openly exploring
the problem and surfacing the differences that need to be
worked out by helping to sharpen the issues so that they can
be managed by synchronizing the right time and place for
the meeting so that it can have every opportunity to succeed
without being unduly interrupted by focusing on skills that
will improve communication and by refereeing the confron-
tation itself so that it does not become destructive or harmful
to either of the parties A third party consultant is more neu-
tral and can therefore act as the occasion demands as a judge
a mediator or a change agent pushing for action in general
the third party tries to transform the conflict from hostility
and ill will to a focus on problem solving activities

in the church as has already been pointed out we have
the added advantage of legitimate authority consequently
we frequently use this third party technique when for ex-
ample bishops home teachers fathers and priesthood leaders
intervene to help improve conditions that may be adversely
affecting spiritual wellbeingwell being or the church organization
building on our experience and our willingness to use this pro-
cedure we could probably improve our use of third party in-
terventiontervention methods by using available applied behavioral sci-
ence knowledge

third party skills can be learned by simulation eg role
plays games exercises and case studies and it would be
possible to allow the trainees to practice their skills in safe
environments before actually risking someone s soul

to be an effective third person interventionist it is imim-
portant to understand and skillfully use interpersonal commu-
nicationni four communication skills can be taught that help
persons to be effective listeners to clarify messages to estab-
lish better rapport and to help decrease personal defenses that
often block one s understanding paraphrasing is when the
receiver checks his understanding of the meaning of the mes-
sage by repeating to the sender what he heard using this
skill helps to clarify communication and prevent distortion
describing behaviors is a way to give feedback in a nonattribu-
tive way by specifically describing certain behaviors that lead
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to a certain conclusion giving evidence helps to reduce de-
fenses that often block communication describing feelings
permits the sender to communicate to the receiver his emo-
tional as well as cognitive message checking perceptions
is when the receiver is unsure about what the sender is feeling
and tries to interpret the emotional message this is quite
common in daily practice but instead of keeping the uncertain
inference to himself the receiver then checks his perception
with the sender to be sure he has interpreted the emotional
message correctly 1

intragroup role conflict one of the most common causes
of stress in complex organizations is categorized under the
heading role conflict this kind of conflict includes what a
person should do in his position the limits of his authority
the status and opportunity associated with a position and
how a person sees himself in relation to others occupying simi-
lar positions in like settings

within any leadership group there is a constant effort to
define roles in the church various handbooks rulings by
persons in higher positions of authority and correlation pro-
grams grapple with this problem still there are ambiguous
zones in the church wherein it is possible to experience power
struggles task uncertainty and overlapping responsibilities
when responsibilities are not clearcutclear cut and when group leader-
ship is required there are many role conflicts

seven men serve as the presidents of the seventies in each
stake the general calling of the seventies is to do missionary
work but the specific tasks of the presidents are somewhat
ambiguous while a senior president gives leadership to the
other six the seven presidents as a body have a group form of
leadership in many cases there is role conflict within this
group sometimes factions can form within the group or the
interpersonal rivalries become such that it is very difficult to
accomplish work this is one example where intragroup con-
flicts occur

there are other group forms of leadership in the church
eg stake committees and boards high council LDSSA

council persons appointed to work on specific projects which
may be sources of potential conflict within certain organi

see the appendix for greater detail about the communication skills
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zationslations themselves eg relief society sunday school APY
these same dynamics may occur and may have to be resolved

to manage role conflicts it is possible to engage in two
kinds of activities first the task ambiguities can be clarified
and roles can be more carefully described second the group
can establish procedures for managing the conflicts that result
one procedure would be to rotate the conductor role so
that different people have a chance to organize the meeting
agenda and to conduct the session another helpful technique
is to appoint someone to act as a 11 process observer with a
legitimate mandate for stopping the meeting when he per-
ceives a conflict that needs to be surfaced and worked while
the rest of the group concentrates on the agenda items this
person can focus on improving the interaction communica-
tion decision making and goal setting processes so that the
group will be more effective thirdly church members
skilled in group dynamics but not otherwise a part of the
group could occasionally be invited to come and help the
group to become a more effective working team this might
be accomplished by using laboratory methods of education
finally it isis often helpful to reserve ten minutes at the end
of a meeting to critique or debrief the meeting likes and dis-
likes so that the group can learn from its experience and
improve its procedures

intergroup conflict competition among various organi-
zations and programs often serves to push each subgroup to
do its very best however the competition for personnel for
facilities for status and recognition and for time can some-
times breed rivalry and unforeseen ill will who has juris-
diction and responsibility for what is another source of inter-
group disagreement differentiation and specialization often
cause an ingroupingroum cognitive and emotional orientation that
sometimes clashes with the position of another organization
or program eg the seventies missionary orientation vs the
genealogy interests of the high priests the lack of good
communication and correlation between groups often leads to
information distortion and conflict all of these factors tend
to cause intergroup conflict in complex organizations

these kinds of conflicts are common in the church in
one ward council for example the heads of the primary re
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lief society and junior sunday school and the janitor were
in dispute over who should use the toys in the playroom and
who had responsibility for repairing them and for putting
them away rather than decide the matter for them or keep
the disagreement from occurring the counselor conducting the
meeting permitted all of the parties to air their grievances
A number of the comments were very affective even hostile
and some might contend that such negative emotions should
not be permitted in official church meetings however at the
right moment the counselor was skillful enough to the ask the
64000 question what are we going to do about this the

extra energy generated by the conflict was then channeled in
a constructive way not only to reach a catharsis but also to
suggest some very creative solutions to the problem all in-
volved had good feelings about the meeting when they de-
parted the counselor remarked that it is too bad that this
particular mode of managing conflict is not used more often

the university first ward boston stake is in many ways
an ideal congregation the membership is devoted talented
energetic and anxious to serve it is a temporary ward in
that there is a two thirds turnover in the membership at the
end of any given academic year in terms of history rela-
tionshipstionships and organization a new year beginning in septem-
ber is really an opportunity to begin afresh

we the bishopric had been pressured with staffing prob-
lems and with trying to meet new ward members during the
first two months of this academic year the problems seemed
typical enough loneliness roommate adjustments borderline
activity homesickness and inadequate social activities there
were interpersonal and organizational conflicts in the ward
but no more than could normally be expected one aspect of
the ward organization was attracting our attention and did
seem to require that we intervene to improve it

the university first like most student wards is organized
into family units about eight to ten married and single stu-
dents presided over by a family father who has been called
sustained and set apart for that position for implementing
the home teaching and family home evening programs the
various family units we noticed had begun to form such
strong group bonds that some dysfunctionaldys functional competition be
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tween groups developed also it became apparent that the
ward members did not sense a feeling of being part of the
greater ward community we decided as a bishopric to holdboldhoid
a ward family night to build a stronger sense of unity our
theme was how to create an ideal LDS community in our
ward

the event was held on a monday evening we first met
in the chapel for an opening song a prayer and instructions
we then proceeded to divide into ten small groups and to
meet in various classrooms half of one family was merged
with half of another family and the small groups changed
composition three times during the evening thus every
half family had an opportunity to meet and collaborate with
three other half families each small group was directed by a
discussion leader who had received instructions prior to the ses-
sion about logistics the nature of the task and the kinds of
dynamics that should be encouraged

the first task was to discuss using a brainstorming tech-
nique our perceptions of an ideal LDS community the sec-
ond task of the groups was to identify those restraining forces
that currently existed in the ward which prevented us from be-
coming ideal as we had just articulated that goal state some
forces listed were stereotyping people and categorizing them
into certain subclassifications thus not permitting them to be
understood as they really are interpersonal competition eg
between sisters organizational competition between ward
organizations and programs gossip and information distortion
failure to appreciate diverse different orientations all of
these restraining forces could be viewed as sources of conflict
the third task was to decide what actions could be taken to
overcome the forces and reach our goal

the evening concluded with a mass meeting in the cultural
hall the format was that of an indian powwow where per-
sons spoke spontaneously what they felt in their hearts the
bishop began the meeting by reading a scripture and ward
members then spoke briefly about their feelings resulting from
the evening s activities about their hopes or about their
visions of what we could become

the major sources of conflict the restraining forces are
now on mimeographed sheets and we are all working to
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overcome them our ward council has met to review the
action plans and to act on some of the ideas the family
fathers have likewise convened and individual apartments
are deciding what they can do we are seeking to build a
ward climate of fraternal love where we can be blessed by the
spirit where we will study the scriptures and live according
to their precepts where we will help one another to live the

law of eternal progression and where we will establish
mechanisms for resolving conflicts that might keep us from
reaching these goals

intergroup conflicts can be resolved in much the same way
as interpersonal problems third parties can be used effec-
tively for intervention the communication skills are help-
ful to create norms and a climate for confronting differences
the difference in using these tools is that they must be em-
ployed at a more macrolevelmicrolevelmacro level of analysis the interventionist
will have to possess knowledge and skills to bring two or more
groups together as was done for the ward family night the
climate of the whole organization will have to be more open
and trusting so that conflict can be surfaced and managed

WHETHER AND HOW MUCH TO ACT

once the source and nature of the conflict has been un-
covered a decision must be made about intervention Is the
conflict potentially destructive so as to require the expenditure
of costly resources time energy authority to try to resolve
it the best rule of thumb to use to answer this question is
when the parties persons groups organizations need to
collaborate in order to accomplish a task the conflict should
be managed to the extent that it permits them to collaborate
efeffectively

this means that the persons considering intervention must
first ask why do these parties need to resolve their differences
it may be that in a ward family the concept of brother and
sister connotes interdependence and therefore relationships
must always have a potential for collaboration good feelings
need to exist at all levels so that it will be possible to con-
tinuously help one another

the persons considering intervention must then determine
the extent to which the conflicting parties need to work to
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gether if they are highly interdependent eg a bishopric
or presidency a pair of home teachers the priesthood quorumsquorums
a family then all of the resources necessary should be ex-
pended to resolve the conflict and promote collaboration
thus one intervenes in direct proportion to the degree of
required interdependence or collaboration

MANAGING CONFLICT MORMON DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE

it is anticipated that some readers will still question wheth-
er this topic is appropriate for discussion Is there a doctrinal
basis for arriving at these conclusions how do these pro-
posals differ from current practice should we try to prevent
conflict from occurring at all in the church and if so why do
we legitimize the topic by discussing it so openly

mormon doctrine the lord when he arrived in the
new world told the nephitesNephites

for verily verily I1 say unto you he that hath the spirit of
contention is not of me but is of the devil who is the father
of contention and he stirrethstirrettstirreth up the hearts of men to con-
tend with anger one with another

behold this isis not my doctrine to stir up the hearts of men
with anger one against another but this is my doctrine that
such things should be done away 2

alma also admonished the people to abolish contention
to become unified and to exercise love toward one another 3

many of the other prophets have looked on the existence of
conflict as an indication of wickedness and have been moved
to go forth and preach repentance to those who were con-
tending one with another

the general authorities have also underscored the fact
that harmony and love are goals for the church brother
widtsoe pointed out that the law of brotherly love is
the guiding philosophy of the priesthood 4 harmony in the
home is a goal stated in the current family home evening
manualmanual5manuals

23 nephi 1129301129 30
mosiahmoslahosiah 1821
see john A widtsoeWidtsoe priesthood and church government salt lake

city deseret book company 1939
seeee family home evening heaven in our home salt lake city LDS

church 1971 appppp7713877 158138
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however while these ideal states may be commonly ac-
cepted goals both the church and the lord have also rec-
ognized that men are fallible and that structures and pro-
cedures need to be devised to adequately deal with these con-
flicts when they arise for example we are all aware of the
scripture in the doctrine and covenants that helps us to know
how to righteously use the priesthood to deal with conflict

reproving betimes with sharpness when moved upon by the
holy ghost and then showing forth afterward an increase
of love toward him that thou hast reproved lest he esteem
thee to be his enemy 6

and the prophet joseph smith said

I1 frequently rebuke and admonish my brethren and that be-
cause I1 love them not because I1 want to incur their dis-
pleasure or mar their happiness 7

A doctrine that is frequently used to help each of us re-
solve our differences is the principle of repentance if we feel
anger we should repent and get back in the spirit of peace
and love 8 we are charged nottonot to stir up anger or bad feelings
toward one another but to forgive our fellows without judging
them 9 indeed we must be willing to freely forgive others if
we are to be forgiven ourselves 10 this doctrine supports the
article s thesis that we should try to manage conflict instead
of ignore it repentance and forgiveness are two important
principles that lead to effective resolution because we must be
ready to forgive or resolve a conflict in order to repent

the scriptures also instruct us on howbow to resolve our differ-
ences it is written

moreover if thy brother shall trespass against thee go and
tell him his fault between thee and him alone if he shall
hear thee thou hast gained thy brother

but if he will not hear thee then take with thee one or two
more that in the mouth of two or three witnesses every
word may be established

and if he shall neglect to hear them tell it unto the church

dacd&c 12143
As seen in widtsoeWidtsoe op cit p 112
proverbs 1112 2922

dacd&c 64714647 14
1033 nephi 1314151314 15 matthew 61215612 15
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but if he neglect to hear the church let him be unto thee
as a heathen man and publican 111

there is then a scriptural basis for the structures such as the
bishop s court that are used for processing conflicts in the
church 12

therefore it could be concluded that while it may be a
goal to arrive at a condition of perfect harmony the lord
recognizes that in our present fallible state we need to have
structures and procedures for resolving conflicts that arise
because of our imperfections

conflict can also be viewed as being normal natural
eternal and sometimes even functional one can best attain
a condition of perfect harmony not by overcoming all conflict
but rather by learning to effectively resolve differences so that
they do not block spiritual progress A state of perfect har-
mony is synonymous with a state of perfect conflict resolution

mormon practice in practice the church has often found
good ways to manage the conflicts that besiege it there is a
cooperative ethic in the church which enables members to ef-
fectively organize in order to accomplish the work part of
this cooperation comes from strong personal commitments to
the church the ethic is also supported because the church is
laical and the work is voluntary moreover because callings
change frequently in the church members must learn how to
cooperate quickly in order to perform duties

church authority when used properly is very legitimate
ie the persons subordinate to those in authority do not

question the rights of superiors to act and behave as they do
and persons in positions of leadership can claim right to di-
vine inspiration over their various jurisdictions authority is
used very effectively in the church to resolve conflict for
example fathers intervene sometimes with the help of the
home teachers to help family members resolve disputes
bishops feel free to confer with leaders of ward auxiliaries and
priesthood organizations when they are conflicting a ward
mission leader might counsel a pair of stake missionaries in
his ward if he feels that they are having interpersonal prob

matthew 1815171815 17

dacd&c 107788110778 81 42 102 107 134
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lems that prevent them from collaborating effectively or a
relief society president could sit down with a counselor or a
teacher and try to confront a personal or interpersonal conflict
that affects the organization

those in authority often use mechanisms for periodic
assessment eg the oral evaluation issuing a call to serve the
temple or personal interview as occasions to surface and deal
with conflicts sometimes these discussions focus on intrainfra
personal problems that are preventing spiritual growth and
successful church service sometimes such conferences are
about organizational issues eg relationship with counselors
with other ward members with family

the home teaching program could be viewed as a direct
extension of the conflict management machinery when
functioning properly home teachers should be helping the
father of a family to improve the quality of his family life
in general husband wife parent child or child child disputes
that cannot normally be regulated in the home are to be re-
ferred first to the home teachers and then to the bishop home
teachers can also act to bring together antagonistic parties

members of families in the ward to help them solve their
differences

in summary both the doctrine and practice of the church
provide for many opportunities to engage where necessary
in conflict resolution activities however the fact that many
disagreements are often left smoulderingshoulderingsmouldering that some persons
leave the church because they cannot reach accord that we
sometimes manage by crises rather than by being preactiveproactiveproactive
that persons in the church are not always as skillful as they
might be in trying to resolve disputes and that we do not
always understand the exact nature of the conflict and whether
we should intervene all of these realities are indicative of
our need as a church to make an explicit effort to focus on
this problem area and to try to learn ways to be more ef-
fectivefective

conclusion
the church can more effectively manage some of its or-

ganizational conflicts it can do this by 1 1 adopting a more
workable orientation toward conflict it is normal and should
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be surfaced and managed 2 training church leaders to bet-
ter diagnose the conflicts and 3 using applied behavioral
science knowledge to help those in positions of authority ac-
quire the knowledge and skills needed to be more effective
conflict managers this important practice could be amelio-
rated without violating our doctrines indeed we could be-
come one by developing effective procedures for continuous-
ly resolving our differences

sunday morning
in march

TED RIDENHOUR

the mountains are hidden by a thick gray curtain
of cloud

across the street wet brown naked apple boughs
gently shake

between trees and merne confused winds swirl snow
fflakeslakes

which quickly disappear in shallow pools on
asphalt

from my window I1 see people coming home from
church

children pushing against wind walls and laughing
into flying flakes

girls gaily feeling wind and snow against eyelashes
and smiling teeth

boys wrapped in their bright boyhood talk ducking
into the wind

men and women walking steadly in winter coats
and talking in sunday voices

old people faith faced measuring each step into
wind and snow

professor ridenhour is an assistant professor of english at brigham young
university
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CHAD j FLAKE

with the advent of photo offset printing the reprint in-
dustry has made a truly remarkable impact on the printing
world no longer is the reproduction of out of print items re-
liant on clumsy stereotype plates or the recasting of new type
in 1862 a memorable work was put into print by constantinusconstantinesConstantinus
tischendorf the bibliorum codex sinaiticusSinaiticus the earliest bibli-
cal manuscript then known it was a magnificent typographical
masterpiece due to both the remarkable casting of imitative
fourth century greek type and its faithful reproduction of the
text when helen and kirsopp lake reproduced codex in
1922 it was printed by the clarendon press by the photo offset
method and while not the printing masterpiece of the earlier
work it was actually superior due to the accuracy of its repro-
duction and was produced at a fraction of the original cost
this points to the two basic advantages of photo offset print-
ing over older methods in the first place and this is probably
the most important point for scholars there are few ways to
make an error unless it is deliberate secondly it is far less
expensive than it would be for a new edition to be set up

this ease of printing has been a great boon to mormon
scholarship combining offset reprinting with xeroxing and
microfilmingmicro filming almost all of the important source materials on
mormonism have been made available on the market for cur-
rent scholars reprinted works such as the journal of dis-
courses evening and morning star times and seasons and
B H roberts s A comprehensive history of the church have
been placed on the market through reprinting research publi-
cationscations inc of new haven connecticut with the guidance of
archibald hanna has placed much additional important source

professor flake is special collections librarian at brigham young university
he also edits mormon americana
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material on the market including the LDS messenger and
advocate and the eveninglivening and morning star through duo
page xeroxing microfilm and independent xeroxing com-
pletes the list making virtually everything of importance in
printed material available

however with the abundance of reprints available some
companies have been organized for the express purpose of mak-
ing any material available for libraries and scholars without re-
gard to need or quality some presses advertise reprints with
the apparent expectancy that enough subscriptions will be
made to make the printing profitable if that number is not
met the idea is just dropped with the subscribers left with the
problem of getting their money returned other presses rely on
library subscriptions to make a reprint possible and charge
accordingly great commendation must be given to those who
reprint items of great importance even though they have to
wait several years for a return on their investment such a re-
print is the western epics reprint of the LDS biographical
encyclopedia

the difficulty for other publishers is an apparent lack of
expertise in selecting books for reprinting for example books
for libraries press has reprinted jacob hamblin A narrative
of his personal experience at a cost which far exceeds the
cost of an original it is easily obtained on the out of print
market and has been reprinted by the MIA numerous times
similar difficulties arise for praeger publishers reprint of
TBH stenhouse s the tyranny of mormonism a dated book
of little current import readily available on the out of print
market even more unfortunate is the reprinting of books of
little or no merit such a book is jennie switzer s elder north
fields home an exceedingly dull novel on mormon polygamy
again this is available on the out of print market for much
less that is if anyone wants it other prime examples are the
books for libraries press printing of the 1880 book of mor-
mon and the greenwood press reprinting of the 1880 doctrine
and covenants had they reprinted the 1879 edition of the
book of mormon or the 1876 edition of the doctrine and
covenants it would be more plausible but the 1880 editions
have little or no value yet were reprinted at a high price it is
to be hoped that this trend will not continue and that the
presses will use a qualified authority to decide which books are
worthy of reprint
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As with the mormon bibliography of former years this
year s bibliography relies heavily on mormon americana vol-
ume 12

historical
anderson richard L heritage of a prophet the ensign I1 febru-

ary 1971 151915 19
the impact of the first preaching in ohio brigham

young university studies XI summer 1971 474496474 496
jackson county in early mormon descriptions missouri

historical review LXV april 1971 270
arrington leonard J blessed damozelsDamozels women in mormon his-

tory dialogue A journal of mormon thought VI summer
1971 2231225122 5131

backman milton V jr joseph smiths first vision salt lake city
bookcraft 1971

berrett lamar C an impressive letter from the pen of joseph
smith brigham young university studies XI summer 1971
517523517 523

bitton davis kirtland as a center of missionary activity 1830-
1838 brigham young university studies XI summer 1971
497516497 516

the reminiscences and civil war letters of levi lamoni
wight salt lake city university of utah press 1970

booth howard J an image of joseph smith jr A personality
study courage A journal of history thought and action I1

september 1970 4144 14
booth paul the church and its mission independence mo herald

house 1971 A study course for adults RLDS church
brodie fawn M no man knows my history new york alfred A

knopf 1971 second edition revised
sir richard F burton exceptional observer of the mormon

scene utah historical quarterly XXXVIII fall 1970 295
cannon MH morrisitemorrisineMorri site war the american west VII november

1970 494 9
dennis ronald D ed captain dan jones millennial star letters

184518561845 1856 provo 1971
available from editor 1165 east 580 south provo

driggs B W history of teton valley idaho rexburgredburgRexburg idaho
eastern idaho publishing co 1970

revised and enlarged edition publishers address PO box
11 rexburgredburgRexburg idaho

egan ferol incident at tragedy springs the american west VIII
january 1971 37

story of three mormonscormons murdered in california during march
of mormon battalion june 1848

fetzer leland A tolstoy and mormonism dialogue A journal of
mormon thought VI spring 1971 132913 29
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flake chad J the newell K whitney collection brigham young
university studies XI summer 1971 322328322 328

flanders robert to transform history early mormon culture and
the concept of time and space church history XL march
1971 108

geary edward the last days of the coalvilleCoalville tabernacle
dialogue A journal of mormon thought V winter 1970
424942 49

godfrey kenneth W joseph smith and the masons journal of the
illinois state historical society LXIV spring 1971 79

green arnold H and lawrence P goldrup joseph smith an
american muhammad an essay on the perils of historical
analogy dialogue A journal of mormon thought VI spring
1971 465846 58

green doyle L the church and its magazines the ensign I1
january 1971 121612 16

the day the church was organized the ensign I1 janu-
ary 1971 395639 56

harrington virginia S and J C rediscovery of the nauvoo temple
salt lake city nauvoo restoration inc 1971

available nauvoo restoration inc 10 south main salt
lake city

historical sketch of the twenty seventh ward emigration stake salt
lake city 1970

available from bishop john jarman 923 3rdard avenue salt
lake city

homehorne J arthur latter day saints in the great northwest seattle
wash graphic art press c1968

available from john biehl 11338 23rd avenue NE
seattle wash

howard richard P the book of abraham in the light of history
and egyptology courage A journal of history thought and
action I1 april 1970 334733 47

huefner dixie snow A survey of women general board members
dialogue A journal of mormon thought VI summer 1971
617061 70

hutchinson elizabeth N holladay salt lake county utah salt lake
city 1971

available from author 2090 terra linda drive salt lake
city

jennings warren the first mormon mission to the indians the
kansas historical quarterly XXXVII autumn 1971 288299288 299

two iowa postmasters view nauvoo anti mormon letters
to the governor of missouri brigham young university studies
XI spring 1971 275292275 292

jensen chris mormon settlements in nevada the ensign I1
april 197121971 252925 29

jessee dean C the writing of joseph smiths history brigham
young university studies XI

1
summer 1971 439474439 474
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jones gerald E an early mormon settlement in south dakota
south dakota state historical society quarterly I1 spring 1971
119131119 131

kimball james L jr the nauvoo charter A reinterpretation
journal of the illinois state historical society LXIV spring
1971 66

kimball stanley B the mormonscormons in illinois 183818461838 1846 journal
of the illinois state historical society LXIV spring 1971 5

sources on the history of the mormonscormons in ohio 1830-
1838 brigham young university studies XI summer 1971
524540524 540

thomas L barnes coroner of carthage brigham young
university studies XI winter 1971 141147141 147

larson gustive 0 the americanization of utah for statehood san
marino calif huntington library 1971071

layton robert L kirtland A perspective on time and place
brigham young university studies XI summer 1971 423438423 438

lythgoe dennis L negro slavery in utah utah historical quart-
erly XXXIX winter 1971 40

mckiernan F mark the uses of history sidney rigdon and the
religious historians courage A journal of history thought
and action II11 september 1971 285290285 290

mclaws monte B early mormon journalism and the deseret news
183018981830 1898 ann arbor mich university microfilms 1970

dissertation university of missouri order no 712292471 22924
malmquist 0 N the first 100 years A history of the salt lake

tribune 187119711871 1971 salt lake city utah state historical society
1971

marsh eudocia baldwin mormonscormonsMormons in hancock county journal of
the illinois state historical society LXIV spring 1971 22

matthews robert J the bernhisel manuscript copy of joseph
smiths inspired version of the bible brigham young univer-
sity studies XI spring 1971 253274253 274

the new translation of the bible 183018331830 1833 doctrinal
development during the kirtland era brigham young univer-
sity studies XI summer 1971 400422400 422

nibley hugh educating the saints A brigham young mosaic
brigham young university studies XI autumn 1970 618761 87

the meaning of the kirtland egyptian papers brigham
young university studies XI summer 1971 350399350 399

what is the book of breathingsBreathings brigham young uni-
versity studies XI winter 1971 153187153 187

olson earl E the chronology of the ohio revelations brigham
young university studies XI summer 1971 329349329 349

peterson charles S the hopischopis and the mormonscormonsMormons utah historical
quarterly XXXIX spring 1971 179

rich pilar the saints of snowvilleSnow ville jericho new york exposition
press inc 1970
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riedel albert geschicbtegeschichte der deutschsprachigen missionermissionenMissionen der kirche
jesu christichrist der heiligerheiligenHeiligen der letztenletzter tage salt lake city
author 1971

history of the german mission five more volumes will be
added

simmonds A J index to names in the library of congress collection
of mormon diaries logan utah western text society 1971

lists names mentioned inin the microfilm collection of the
library of congress available from the library utah state uni-
versityversity logan

stegner wallace gathering of llonzionlion the story of the mormon trail
new york mcgraw hill 1971

stout wayne history of utah 193019701930 1970 volume 111IIIlii salt lake city
author 19711971

available from the author 228 so 3rdard east salt lake city
thomasson gordon C the manifesto was A victory dialogue

A journal of mormon thought VI spring 1971 374537 45
walton brian A university dilemma BYU and blacks dialogue

A journal of mormon thought VI spring 1971 313631 36
washington mary A an annotated bibliography of western manu-

scripts inin the merrill library logan western text society 1971
available from the library utah state university logan

watson elden J manuscript history of brigham young salt lake
city author c1971

first time this material has been published available from
author 3007 banbury road salt lake city

wright paul A the growth and distribution of the mormon and
non mormon populations in salt lake city 1970 chicago uni-
versity of chicago 1971 dissertation

DOCTRINAL

bishop lynn L the keys of the priesthood illustrated draper utah
review and preview publishers 1971

publishers address PO box 368 draper utah
book of mormon independence mo herald house 1971

authorized RLDS edition with references
brinkerhoff zula C gods chosen people of america salt lake city

author 19711971

available from author box 562 saltlakesaltsalesaie lake city
cheville roy A the book of mormon speaks for itself indepen-

dence mo herald house 1971
clarkdarkoark james R messages of the first presidency vol V salt lake

city bookcraft 1971
crowther duane S god and his church bountiful utah horizon

publishers 19711971

the plan of salvation and the future in prophecy bountiful
utah horizon publishers 1971

dehoyos arturo and genevieve the universality of the gospel
the ensign I1 august 1971 8148 14
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doctrine and covenants independence mo herald house 1971
photo reprint of the 1835 edition

eardley A J and james W schaack llonlionzionizion the story behind the
scenery las vegas nevada KC publications 1971

england G eugene jr are mormonscormons christian dialogue A
journal of mormon thought V winter 1970 717671 76

evans arza CC mormonism capitalism communism salt lake city
author 1970

available from author PO box 641 st george
fuller barney R stick of joseph pasadena calif author 1969

available from author 2640 rainier way LaHabra calif
galbraith madelyn there is a book independence mo herald

house 1971
hartshorn leon R joseph smith prophet of the restoration salt

lake city deseret book company 1970
howard richard P latter day saint scriptures and the doctrine of

propositionalprepositional revelation courage A journal of history
thought and action I1 june 1971 209225209 225

jensen james while they slept salt lake city hawkes publications
1971

johnson hollis R civilizations out in space brigham young
university studies XI autumn 1970 3123 12

jordan william george the kingship of self control salt lake
city deseret book company 1970

king arthur H some notes on art and mortality brigham young
university studies XI autumn 1970 374937 49

king david S the principle of the good samaritan considered in
a mormon political context dialogue A journal of mormon
thought V winter 1970 112211 22

kraut ogden christ and the crucifixion dugway utah author
1971 1

thethegiftgift of dreams dugway utah author 1971
larson douglas J I1 am a child of god salt lake city bookcraft

1971
lee harold B the way to eternal life the ensign I1 novem-

ber 1971 9179 17

lund gerald N the coming of the lord salt lake city bookcraft
1971

mcconkiemcconkle bruce R doctrinal new testament commentary vol II11

salt lake city bookcraft 1970
includes acts through philippians

madsen truman eternal man salt lake city deseret book com-
pany 1970

four essays on love provo communications workshop
1971

mauss armand lind mormonism and minorities ann arbor mich
university microfilms 1970

dissertation university of california berkeley order no
711571 15 835
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nibley hugh when the lights went out salt lake city deseret
book company 1970

robinson christine H inspirational truths from the doctrine and
covenants salt lake city deseret book company 1970

snow lorenzo blessings of the gospel only obtained by compli-
ance with the lalaw the ensign 1I october 1971 162216 22

sperry sidney B book of mormon chronology salt lake city des-
eret book company 1970

stout walter milton the book of mormon practical geography up-
land calif 1970

taylor john the government of god the ensign I1 august
1971 182518 25

tvedtnes john A hebraisms in the book of mormon A preliminary
survey brigham young university studies XI autumn 1970
5060506050 ao606o

weldon roy E the mephilenephileneph ttejfe prophets speak to our day indepen-
dence mo author 1970

witt hugo W the word of wisdom Is it a commandment or isnt
it midvale utah kogon publishers 1971

publisher s address PO box 366 midvale utah
woodruff wilford responsibilities of the priesthood the ensign

I1 september 1971 162216 22
young brigham general epistle the ensign I1 july 1971

364336 43

inspirational
bickerstaff george book of mormon stories for children book 1

salt lake city bookcraft 1971
brown victor L jr and regina M chadwick on being human

salt lake city deseret book company 1971
cannon D james mormon essays salt lake city deseret book

company 1970
coles christie lund speak to me provo utah press publishing

company 1970
covey stephen R how to succeed with people salt lake city des-

eret book company 1971
critchlow W J gospel insights salt lake city deseret book com-

pany 1969
drake dennis what you feel I1 share salt lake city bookcraft

1971
hartshorn leon R classic stories from the lives of our prophets

salt lake city deseret book company 1971
memories of mothers salt lake city deseret book company

1971
heaton alma teaching with objects salt lake city bookcraft 1971
jorgensen B W imperceptive hands some recent mormon verse

dialogue A journal of mormon thought V winter 1970
233423 34

larson clinton F the prophet provo eugene F chapman 1971
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linford marilynne ABCs for young LDS salt lake city bookcraft
1971

milner winifred M light from the dust independence mo herald
house 1971

historical novel of the smith family by an RLDS author
pearson carol lynn the order is love provo trilogy arts 1971
petersen mark E live it up salt lake city deseret book company

1971
rector hartman and connie no more strangers salt lake city

bookcraft 1971
romney marion G look to god and live salt lake city deseret

book company 1971
smith joseph jr the king follett sermon the ensign I1 april

1971 121712 17
spafford belle S women in todays world salt lake city deseret

book company 1971
strong W melvin what do you think salt lake city 1971

available through deseret book store

BIOGRAPHY AND FAMILY HISTORY

alienallenailen maud B comp seven generations of allensaliens samuel allenaliendelendeleuailen of
kentucky 175618411756 1841 salt lake city 1971

for information contact mrs R B robbins 1148 east 27th
south 62 salt lake city

arrington leonard J the human qualities of joseph smith the
prophet the ensign I1 january 1971 353835 38

bingham erastus family corporation the descendants of erastus
bingham and lucinda gates ogden utah erastus bingham
family corporation 1970

available from publisher PO box 965 ogden
brooks juanita leavitt 1 I married a family dialogue A journal of

mormon thought VI summer 1971 152115 21
uncle will tells his own story salt lake city taggart and

company 1970
brown leanor J papa was a latter day pioneer the ensign I1

august 1971 363936 39
bushman virginia comp dilworth families in america apnp 1970

available through zions book store salt lake city
candland david documents of david candland apnp 1967

available from douglas K candland bucknell university
lewisburg pennsylvania

coleman arthur D chatwin carter families of santaquinSan taquin utah
provo J grant stevenson 1970

cooley everett L dale L morgan 191419711914 1971 utah historical
quarterly XXXIX winter 1971 858885 88

colton and colton third wards rialto stake A treasury of mem-
ories colton calif 1971

available from thonnajhonna madsen 1197 N lacadenaCadenatacadenaLa drive
colton calif
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dusenberry robert K warren newton dusenberry prominent utah
pioneer educator judge and public servant 185619151836191518561836 1915 provo
author 1971

available from the author route 2 box 513 A provo
fish seymour P family of joseph fish 184019261840 1926 provo J grant

stevenson 1970
heslop J M and dell R van orden joseph fielding smith A

prophet among the people salt lake city deseret book com-
pany 19711971

hughes delila gardner the life of archibald hughes draper utah
review and preview publishers c1970

hunter william E edward hunter faithful steward salt lake city
publishers press 1970

huntington oliver B history of the life of oliver B huntington
inpapgnpnp nd

available at zion s bookstore
jenson andrew latter day saint biographical encyclopedia four

volumes salt lake city western epics 1971
reprint

johnson hyrum jonas johnson family 160019701600 1970 provo 1971
author resides in orem utah

larson andrew karl erastus snow the life of a missionary and
pioneer for the early mormon church salt lake city university
of utah press 1971

layne family book committee jonathan ellis layne and descendants
impapnp nd

for more information contact D leland layne 464 canyon
road logan

lythgoe dennis L the 1968 presidential decline of george rom-
ney mormonism or politics brigham young university studies
XI spring 197121924019712191971 219240219 240

mcconkie joseph F true and faithful the life story of joseph
fielding smith salt lake city bookcraft 1971

mcgregor alma gertrude watson lorenzo dow watson provo J
grant stevenson 1970

merrell karen dixon joseph smith provo brigham young univer-
sity press 1971

written for children
morgan fern R the bunot and roberts families provo author

1969
author s address 1102 birch lane provo

nibley preston the presidents of the church salt lake city deseret
book company 1971

payne edward family organization bridges edward and emma
payne and the progression of their family salt lake cityjcity
edward payne family organization 1970

for information contact wilford payne 136 braewickbradwickBraewick road
salt lake city

reilly P T warren marshall johnson forgotten saint utah hist-
orical quarterly XXXIX winter 1971 3
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roper william L and leonard J arrington william spry man of
firmness governor of utah salt lake city utah state historical
society 1971

ross relva booth booth family history vol 1 provo J grant
stevenson 1971

sansom charles journal of charles sansom 182619081826 1908 salt lake
city 1970

edited by doris barbar smith available from howard D
sansom 2799 dearborn st salt lake city

sherratt gwen H and hannah H roundy comp esthers children
her story and a collection of faith inspiring experiences apnp
nd

available from gwen H sherratt 161igligi W 200 N cedar
city utah

smith derryfield N silas derryfieldderryfield smith memories of a mormon
pioneer mesa arizona 1970

smith jesse N journal of jesse N smith provo jesse N smith
association 1970 revised

valgardson florence davis ed james jordan dauisdawsdavis family history
provo J grant stevenson 1970

wilkinson ernest L earnestly yours selected addresses of dr ernest
L wilkinson salt lake city deseret book company 1971
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studied at brigham young university and the royal academy of art in
copenhagen
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box found khaki
hanging in my hands
empty jacket
of my mother s little brother

cold metal emblems
fastened still to the collar
by little brass pincherspincherapinchers
there is lint and sand
on the pocket bottoms
and blood red bars
sewn on the sleeve

grownupgrown up uncle
where have you gone
for at grandpa s
down by the stagnant frog pond
the swing hangs silent
which you built

and suddenly
I1 feel the fear
which comes at night
when the doors are closed
and I1 can hear the muffled

grownup voicing
and cannot understand
knowing only the black corners
and afraid





the historians corner

EDITED BY JAMES B ALLEN

in this issue of the historians corner we publish two in-
terestingte documents relating to early mormon history plus a
historical note concerning a statement ascribed to joseph
smith but for which the evidence is missing the first docu-
ment an excerpt from the journal of solomon chamberlain
gives valuable insight into the early missionary work per-
formed even before the church was organized the second
presents a non mormon view of the movement of mormonism
into ohio it is valuable not only for the insight it gives
into the relationship of sidney rigdon to the settlers in ohio
in 1830 but also for showing how non mormonscormons felt and
what they believed with regard to the new religious group that
so rapidly moved in whether all that josiah jones reported
is true or not does not matter as much as the fact that non mor
mons believed such things and all this is a part of the sub-
stance of mormon history finally robert matthews raises the
knotty question as to the origin of the traditional statement
by joseph smith that the book of mormon migrants under the
leadership of lehi landed at a certain point in chile half
the fun of history is in knowing that many questions like this
one still remain unresolved and in looking forward to the
satisfaction that will come when the final documentary evi-
dence is discovered

A NONMORMONNON MORMON VIEW
OF THE BIRTH OF MORMONISM IN OHIO

MILTON V BACKMAN JR

josiah jones a resident of kirtland at the time of the in-
troductiontroduction of mormonism in ohio wrote in 1831 one of the
earliest accounts of the rise of the restored church in the

306
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western reserve this account was published in the evan-
gelist june 1841 a disciple publication edited by walter
scott according to scott jones was one of the faithful
few belonging to the church in kirtland who refused to fol-
low rigdon when he made a surrender of himself and his
flock to the mormonscormonsMormons

there is some discrepancy in jones s chronology he wrote
for example that the four missionaries arrived in ohio in the
last part of october 1830 which harmonizes with other

contemporary accounts but then in the same paragraph re-
corded that the mormonscormons appeared in the town of mentor at
elder sidney rigdon s on thursday evening about the 6thath of
october

although jones could not recall the precise timetable of
latter day saint preaching in ohio he does indicate some of
the communities where the missionaries proclaimed the gospel
and recalled some of the beliefs originally emphasized by the
mormon elders he also wrote a brief description of the
family which coincides with lyman wight s account of

this group moreover jones recorded his reactions to the in-
troductiontro duction of mormonism in ohio which included the recital
of various stories circulated about the mormonscormons in the
western reserve in the fall of 1830 and during the year
1831

HISTORY OF THE mormonitesMORMONITES

kirtland 1831
feeling it to be a duty I1 owe to myself and to the com-

munity to take some notice of the transactions of that sect of
men known by the name of the mormonscormonsMormons which has lately
sprung up here and in the vicinity I1 shall from time to time

living in their midst commit to writing whatever I1 already
know and may in future hear about them in order that the
world may know of their rise and their prproceedingsoceedingsoceedings what I1
shall write of their proceedings from the commencement of
them until this time must be mostly from recollection here-
after however it is my intention to note down some things in
the form of a diary

in the last part of october 1830 four men appeared here
by the names of cowdery pratt whitmer and peterson they
stated they were from palmyra ontario county NY with a
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book which they said contained what was engraven on gold
plates found in a stone box in the ground in the town of
manchester ontario co NY and was found about three
years ago by a man named joseph smith jr who had trans-
lated it by looking into a stone or two stones when put into
a dark place which stones he said were found in the box
with the plates they affirmed while he looked through the
stone spectacles another sat by and wrote what he told them
and thus the book was all written the doctrines which they
taught are contained inthein the book which the world may have
recourse to these men appeared in the town of mentor at
elder sidney rigdon s on thursday evening about the 6thath of
october last on sunday following the elder with two or three
of these men attended a meeting at euclid I1 also attended
and here I1 was first informed by 1I morley that such men and
such a book had appeared the next wednesday evening they
held a meeting at the methodist meetinghouse in this place
at which time they read some in their new book and exhorted
the people to repent of their pride and priestcraft and all
other sins and be baptized by them for the remission of
them for they said that if they had been baptized it was of
no avail for there was no legal administrator neither had
been for fourteen hundred years until god had called them
to the office and had sent them into the world to publish it to
this generation the next day we heard that after they went
home or to the family where they put up they baptized seven-
teen into the faith which they published

perhaps it will be necessary to give some account of the
family which I1 have mentioned for nearly two years past
isaac morley had contended that in order to restore the
ancient order of things in the church of christ it was necessary
that there should be a community of goods among the breth-
ren and accordingly a number of them removed to his house
and farm and built houses and worked and lived together
and composed what is here called the big family which
at this time consisted of perhaps 50 or 60 old and young
they also had another branch of the family in the town of
mayfield about eight miles from this but the number was
small at the time to return on friday evening they held
meeting at the family and on saturday evening also at which
time I1 attended and saw elder rigdon much affected and
shedding tears the next day sunday elder rigdon hadbad an
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appointment to preach in this place and attended having these
four men with him he opened the meeting as usual and
arose to address the congregation but was so affected that he
could not he said all that he had to say to us was to repent
and humble ourselves before god after a short exhortation
he sat down and the new teachers exhorted us a short timeandtimlandtime and
the meeting closed in the evening they held another meeting
at the school house at this meeting or in the daytime elder
rigdon told us that for two years past his preaching had been
of no use to us it was more to please our fancy and tickle
our ears than to affect our hearts

A few days after these men appeared again a few of us
went to see them and cowdery was requested to state how the
plates were found which he did he stated that smith looked
onto or through the transparent stones to translate what was
on the plates I1 then asked him if he had ever looked through
the stones to see what he could see in them his reply was that
he was not permitted to look into them I1 asked him who de
barred him from looking into them he remained sometime in
silence then said that he had so much confidence in his friend
smith who told him that he must not look into them that he
did not presume to do so lest he should tempt god and be
struck dead

on monday elder rigdon was rebaptized and additions
have continued to be made almost daily to them since that time
sidney rigdon said in private conversation that no one could
tell what virtue there was in cowdery s hands for when he took
hold of him to baptize him he felt a shock strike through him
they pretend to give the holy ghost by the laying on of
hands many of them receive it so that it makes them fall
prostrate to the ground some do not receive the spirit until a
number of days after the laying on of hand some have not
yet received it at all they laid hands on the sick and in the
name of jesus told them to recover two cases occurred in this
place one a man that had fits by the name of luke whom
they commanded not to let it be known but he not receiving
any benefit from it told of it another boy about twelve years
old that had fits daily whose father and mother had joined
them his father said that he had no more doubt that his son
would get well then he had of his existence but he is no better
yet one other case was in painesvillegainesvillePainesville on a man by the name of
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champney who is no better another was a sick woman in
mayfield that has been confined these two or three years and
who they still say will get well

about five or six weeks ago some of them began to have
visions and revelations and to prophesy as they say they
said a man by the name of wight who was ordained their
elder with authority to lay on hands one night in meeting had
what they call the power of god and that his face and
hands shone so that it was plain to be seen by all in the room
and that he sung a song which no one ever heard before and
which they said was the most melodious that they ever listened
to it was sung in another tongue while in these visions
they say they are carried away in the spirit to the lamanitesLamanites
the natives of this country which are our western indians
which are the lost jews and which are now to be brought in
with the fulnessfalness of the gentiles while in these visions they
say that they can see the indians on the banks of the streams
at the west waiting to be baptized and they can hear them
sing and see them perform many of the indian manoeuvres
which they try to imitate in various ways those that have these
visions are mostly young men and girls from twelve to twenty
years old they say that they know they have the spirit of
prophecy and this is some of that which was spoken by joel
the prophet that in the last days it shall come to pass that
1 I will pour out of my spirit upon all flesh and they shall
prophesy these young men and women will lay sometimes
for hours almost lifeless to appearance and when they begin
to recover they begin to pray in a low voice or whisper and
after a little time to act they say as the indians did where
they were carried by the spirit

one girl about thirteen years old while under the influence
of the spirit of prophecy as they term it would select passages
of prophecy from the bible both old and new testament and
also from the mormon book and put them all together and
make a complete chain or connection of prophecy which they
say they defy scott or campbell to connect with equal per-
fectionfection while in these visions they say they have writing
come onto their hands which no one can read but one in the
same situation if any one of their brethren or sisters talk to
them in indian it will so please them that they will laugh and
act out many indian capers and motions
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but of late their prophesying seems to have ceased and
they have taken to running the young men after falling down
and recovering will start and run half a mile and then get up-
on a stump and begin to preach and pray as loud as they can
bawl they have been seen to run to the river or brook and
make as though they were baptizing some person sometimes
they call out in these scenes there I1 have baptized one
then two then three and so on they also have a way of
receiving a commission from the lord to go and preach they
are first warned and called while in a vision that they must go
into the world and preach at another time they receive a com-
mission on a roll of paper handed to them from above in the
presence of all in the room but what is contained on the
paper I1 have not yet learnt three of the young men that have
received their commission in this way have gone to preach
one by the name of herman bassett an edson fuller and
burr riggs they have been gone about ten days and I1 have
not yet heard from them they also see a great many lights in
the night one of their foremost men in this place while bap-
tizing in the evening for they perform this ceremony mostly
in the night said he saw across the river a light as large as
the palm of his hand which stood there while he was bap-
tizing which he knows was a supernatural light they have
now become quite common and they all see the lights but
others standing by do not see them 1I morley said while in
meeting at mayfield he saw a ball of fire about the size of
a dollar come into the room and light upon a woman s clothes
near her feet and from her come to him and then to another
person and so disappeared to the astonishment of some others
that saw it E fuller while lying on the floor has been seen
to jump up and cling to a beam for awhile and then drop
like a log on the floor at other times they will reach up until
they touch a certain beam and then fall flat on the floor these
accounts I1 have received from information a few hours after
they transpired not have been an eye witness of many of them
myself and many other signs and wonders and fanatical ex-
hibitionshibitions truly were done by this people which are not written
but these are written that you might believe and that believing
you might remain firm in the doctrines of the new testament
and not turn aside to mormonism
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NOTES ON LEHIS TRAVELS

ROBERT J MATTHEWS

the small book called A compendium of the doctrines of
the gospel published in 1884 by elders franklin D richards
and james A little contains a statement as follows

LEHISLEHFS TRAVELS revelation to joseph the seer
the course that lehi and his company traveled from

jerusalem to the place of their destination
they traveled nearly a south southeast direction until

they came to the nineteenth degree of north latitude then
nearly east to the sea of arabia then sailed in a southeast
direction and landed on the continent of south america
in chile thirty degrees south latitude 1

no source is given for this information beyond the intro-
ductory statement that it was a revelation to joseph the seer
which of course means joseph smith an intriguing problem
for historians is where this statement came from and whether
indeed it can really be traced to joseph smith

A similar statement is attributed to frederick G williams
and seems to be associated in some way with the time of the
dedicatory services of the kirtland temple in march 1836
this account presented by nancy C williams in her book
after one hundred years 2 puts forth the same basic informa-
tion but contains a few variants from that published in the
compendium and offers some unique spelling and capitaliza-
tion

the course that lehi traveled from the city of jerusalem
to the place where he and his family took ship they traveled
nearly a south south east direction untill they came to the
nineteenth degree of north lattitudeLatti tude then nearly east to the
sea of arabia then sailed in a south east direction and landed
on the continent of south america in chile thirty degrees
south lattitudeLattitude 3

the compendium was first published by richards and little in liverpool
england in 1857 however the lehi statement was notn6tnat included in the
first edition A second edition revised and enlarged was published in salt
lake city by george Q cannon and sons company in 1884 and it is from
this edition that the statement is found on page 289

independence missouri zion s printing and publishing company 1951
spelling and capitalization have been preserved as in the original in

nancy C williamss book after one hundred years the text of the state-
ment is offered on pages 101 and 102 fortunately however a photograph of
frederick G williams s original ink copy is included facing page 102 and
it can be seen that the printed text is not accurate it is from the photo copy
that the text for this article is taken
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nancy C williams indicated that frederick G williams
first wrote the account in pencil along with other notes pre-
sumably at the kirtland temple dedication and that after
returning home he rewrote the item in ink on another sheet of
paper both the pencil copy and the ink copy are said to have
been loaned to the church historian s office in salt lake city
in the 1860s by frederick s son ezra 4

A footnote on page 102 of the book after one hundred
years reports that nancy williams and others received a
wonderful manifestation that it was indeed a revelation given
to frederick G williams for him and his family this is a
somewhat different emphasis than the declaration of the
compendium cited earlier that this information was a reve-
lation to joseph the seer

interest in this whole matter isis increased because of an-
other early source in the spring of 1845 in nauvoo dr
john M bernhisel made a partial copy of the manuscript of
joseph smith s new translation of the bible although the
statement about lehi s travels apparently has nothing to do
with the translation of the bible the lehi statement is
found on the last leaf of the bernhisel copy it is on a page
by itself without a heading and there is no comment concerning
it dr bernhisel did not number the pages of his manu-
script after page 21 but if they were numbered consecutively
the page containing the lehi statement would be number 135
the reverse side of the page is blank

the exact text and spelling of the statement as it appears
in the bernhisel copy is as follows

the course that lehi travelled from the city of jeru-
salem to the place where he and his family took ship they
travelled nearly a south south east direction until they came
to the nineteenth degree of north lattitudeLattitude then nearly east
to the sea of arabia then sailed inin a south east direction and
landed on the continent of south america in chile thirty
degrees south lattitudelatti tude

it will be noted that the bernhisel copy has the same word-
ing as the williams account and nearly the same spelling and
capitalization with striking correlation in the spelling of
lattitudelattitude

bernhisel offers no date as to when he recorded this item
but the entire bernhisel manuscript was made during may and

after one hundred years p 102
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june 1845 and is dated several times in the manuscript the
penmanship of the lehi entry appears to be consistent with
the remainder of the manuscript having the same style of
writing capitalization and word slant in every respect it
seems to be the handwriting of dr bernhisel recorded during
the may june 1845 period there appears to be no reason to
suggest that the entry was not written at the same time as the
manuscript which it accompanies

this matter has importance historically since it suggests
that the bernhisel and the williams accounts represent the
same textual source while differing somewhat from the ac-
count given in the compendium even more important is the
fact that the lehi item was considered significant enough to
dr bernhisel in 1845 for him to copy it into his records the
bernhisel copy becomes an earlier source by nearly forty years
than the printed compendium of 1884

since the lehi information is in no way connected with
the new translation of the bible a question arises as to how
dr bernhisel obtained the information in the first place this
of course we do not know but it is possible that he found it
among the sheets of the bible manuscripts and simply recorded
it because it was interesting to him whether the lehi item
was ever among the pages of the bible translation we do not
know but it is certainly not among them today the original
manuscripts of joseph smith s new translation of the bible
which dr bernhisel used are in the RLDS archives in inde-
pendencependence missouri and the writer knows from personal ex-
amination that the lehi statement is not currently in the col-
lection

we may someday learn more about the statement of lehisgehis
travels in the meantime it is a matter of interest to historians
to know that dr bernhisel had access to it in 1845 and in-
cluded it with his copy of joseph smith s new translation of
the bible

SOLOMON chamberlain EARLY missionary
LARRY C PORTER

john H gilbert a typesetter for E B grandin publisher
of the book of mormon stated that the first manuscript pages
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of the new book were brought into the printing office about
the middle of august 1829 1 the completed edition was
offered for sale on 26 march 1830 it is noteworthy that
during this interim period before the copies of the book of
mormon were bound and available to the general public in-
terestedte parties were taking extracts from the volume and
carrying them hundreds of miles from their place of origin
to share the contents with others among the earliest contribu-
tors to this proselyting venture was solomon chamberlain
the publication was not completed nor the church yet orga-
nized when he performed one of the first missionary labors of
the restoration period taking sixty four pages from the
grandin press he traveled across western new york and into
upper canada preaching the book of mormon as he went
when the finished edition was issued from the palmyra print-
ing office he was again on hand he procured copies and im-
mediately began to distribute them

solomon chamberlain may have been the first missionary
to make contact with brigham young and his brother phinehas
he states that just after the publication of the book of mor-
mon he attended a reformed methodist conference where
some forty preachers had assembled among those present
were brigham and phinehas young solomon indicates that
in attempting to introduce the new volume he was badly
abused by these preachers but that brigham and phinehas
used me well

the following excerpts from solomon chamberlain s auto-
biography contain his personal account of his introduction to
the family of joseph smith jr and his early missionary en-
deavors

I1 was born july 30th 1788 of goodly parents in old
canaan connecticut my fathers name was joel chamberlain
born in tolland connecticut sarah dean his wife born in
same state by her he had six sons and three daughters when
I1 was about 20 years old which would be about the year
1808 1I went to the house of philip haskins and took one
of his daughters to wife by the name of hope haskins of
goodly parents by her I1 had one son and two daughters

about the time that joseph smith found the gold record

letter of john H gilbert to james T cobb palmyra wayne county
new york 10 february 1879 located in the new york public library new
york city new york
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I1 began to feel that the time was drawing near that the
lord would in some shape or other bring forth his church
I1 made some inquiry thro the country where I1 traveled if
there was any strange work of god such as had not been
on the earth since the days of christ I1 could hear of none
I1 was living about 20 miles east of where the gold record was
found on the erie canal I1 had occasion to go on a visit into
upper canada I1 took boat for lockport when the boat
came to palmyra I1 felt as if some genii or good spirit told
me to leave the boat this was a few miles from where the
record was found after leaving the boat the spirit mani-
fested to me to travel a south course I1 did so for about 3
miles I1 had not as yet heard of the gold bible so called
nor any of the smith family I1 was a stranger in that part
ot the country a town where I1 never before had set my
foot and knew no one inin the town it was about sun down
and my guide directed me to put up forfoifot the night which I1
did to a farm house in the morning the people of the house
asked me if I1 had heard of the gold bible when they
said gold bible there was a power like electricity went
from the top of my head to the end of my toes this was the
first time I1 ever heard of the gold bible I1 was now within
half a mile of the smith family where joseph lived from
the time I1 left the boat until now I1 was wholly led by the
spirit or my genii the women spoke considerable of the
gold bible that joseph smith had found when she men-
tioned gold bible I1 felt a shock of the power of god go
from head to foot I1 said to myself I1 shall soon find why
I1 have been led inin this singular manner I1 soon made my way
across lots to father smith s and found hyrum walking
the floor As I1 entered the door I1 said peace be to this
house he looked at me as one astonished and said I1 hope
it will be peace I1 then said Is there any one here that be-
lieves inin visions or revelations he said yes we are a vision-
ary house I1 said then I1 will give you one of my pamphlets
which was visionary and of my own experience they then
called the people together which consisted of five or six
men who were out at the door father smith was one and
some of the Whitwhitmerwhittnerrner s they then sat down and read my
pamphlet hyrum read first but was so affected he could not
read it he then gave it to a man which I1 learned was
christian whitmer he finished reading it I1 then opened
my mouth and began to preach to them in the words that
the angel had made known to me in the vision that all
churches and denominations on the earth had become cor-
rupt and no church of god on the earth but that he would
shortly rise up a church that would never be confounded
nor brought down and be like unto the apostolic church
they wondered greatly who had been telling me these
things for said they we have the same things wrote down
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in our house taken from the gold record that you are
preaching to us I1 said the lord told me these things a num-
ber of years ago I1 then said if you are a visionary house
I1 wish you would make known some of your discoveries for
I1 think I1 can bear them they then made known to me
that they had obtained a gold record and just finished trans-
lating it here now the lord revealed to me by the gift and
power of the holy ghost that this was the work I1 had been
looking for here I1 stayed 2 days and they instructed me
in the manuscripts of the book of mormon after I1 had
been here two days I1 went with hyrum and some others
to palmyra printing office where they began to print the
book of mormon and as soon as they had printed 64 pages
I1 took them with their leave and pursued my journey to
canada and I1 preached all that I1 knew concerning mormon-
ism to all both high and low rich and poor and thus you
see this was the first that ever printed mormonism was
preached to this generation I1 did not see any one in travel-
ing for 800 miles that had ever heard of the gold bible

so called I1 exhorted all people to prepare for the great
work of god that was now about to come forth and it
would never be brought down nor confounded As soon as
the book was printed I1 took 8 or 10 of them and traveled
for eight days and sold one in that time about this time
I1 thot if I1 could see the reformed methodists I1 could con-
vince them of the truth of the book of mormon I1 accord-
ingly went to one of their conferences where I1 met about
40 of their preachers and labored with them for two days
to convince them of the truth of the book of mormon and
they utterly rejected me and the book of mormon one of
their greatest preachers so called by the name of buckly
if I1 mistake not abused me very bad and ordered me off

from their premises he was soon taken crazy and died
a miserable death at this conference was brigham and his
brother phinehas young they did not oppose me but used
me well on my way home I1 stopped at their camp meeting
where I1 found one of their greatest preachers whom I1 con-
tended with concerning the book of mormon by the name
of wm lake who utterly condemned it and rejected it
who spurned at me and the book and said if it was of
god do you think he would send such a little upstart as
you are round with it but he soon after died a poor drunken
sot while on my way home I1 stopped at a free will baptist
church and preached to a large congregation and they
received the work but there was no one to baptize them
the church was not yet organized but was soon after april
gih 1830 a few days after I1 was baptized in the waters of
seneca lake by joseph smith and migratedemmigratedimmigratedem same spring2springa

this is apparently an error for solomon chamberlain actually emigrated
to kirtland ohio in the spring of 1831
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to kirtland ohio and in the fall of 1831 emmigrated to
jackson co missouri and in the beginning of the winter
of 1833 was broke up by mobs and driven out of the
county and suffered the loss of all things with hundreds
of my brethren and sisters 3

solomon chamberlain A short sketch of the life of solomon chamber-
lain beaver city utahlstahlutah 11 july 1858 the original is located in possession
of mrs albert D swensen provoprowprom utah mrs swensen is the great grand
daughter of solomon chamberlain solomon chamberlain died on 26 march
1862 in washington county utah

THE DEATH DATE OF LUCY MACK SMITH
8 JULY 1775 14 MAY 1856

buddy youngreen

several competent historians 10110101111

record the death date of lucy
mack smith as having occurred
in may of 1855 that date
must stand corrected in the
light of three historical docu-
ments the first source to chal-
lenge

N5afttft
E

the 1855 death date is
the journalournalburnal of john lyman NI

smith in recording a visit with
his aunt lucy on monday 2

july 1855 he writes aunt
lucy has been confined to the bed for 10 months unable to
walk with the rheumatism 1 the second source isis a letter
verifying the sale of egyptian papyri dated 26 may 1856 and
signed by L C bidamon emma bidamon former wife of
joseph smith jr and joseph smith son of joseph smith
jr the letter mentions that lucy s death occurred on
the fourteenth day of may last this month 2 the third docu-
ment which establishes the year day and hour of lucy s death
is a letter of joseph smith illIII111lilili s to miss emma knight dated

friday 16 may 1856 last wednesday morning at 2 0 clock
grandmother died and yesterday we buried her 3

johnohn lyman smith journal entry for monday 2 july 1855 original
and microfilm copy in special collections BYU library

aa2aA photograph of the original letter is reproduced in brigham young univ-
ersity studies VIIIvillvili 2180 winter 1968

xerox copy of original letter on file in the utah state historical society
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SPECIAL collections department merrill library utah
state university name index to the library of congress col-
lection of mormon diaries logan utah western text soci-
ety 1971 391 ppap 250025.002500

reviewed by chad J flake special collections librarian
at brigham young university professor flake is an expert
on mormon bibliography and has published in dialogue
utah historical quarterly and BYU studies

in 1936 under the auspices of the federal writer s project
the utah writer s project decided to use part of its funds to
transcribe diaries and memoirs of early pioneers juanita
brooks s just a copin word for word in the winter
1969 issue of the utah historical quarterly describes this ef-
fort the result of this project was the transcription of over
400 diaries memoirs and interviews one copy of each tran-
scription was placed in the library of congress another copy
with the utah historical society and others in various libraries
within the state for years these have been a primary source
for magazine articles theses dissertations and books on utah
and mormon history the library of congress has now
made available on microfilm the entire collection to libraries
interested in utah history

it might be argued that with such a long time elapsing
most of the important historical material has already been
gleaned from these diaries and is now more easily obtained
in printed forms however as they represent such an easy
tool for research and particularly for research on the under-
graduate level where the original materials have copious re-
strictionsstrictions this is an invaluable acquisition for libraries within
the state

one of the difficulties in using diaries is finding material
on a subject without reading all the diaries even competent
catalogerscatal ogers of this type of material manuscripts typescriptstypescripts

319
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etc can make only a very few subject headings for the
public catalog

it is isthereforetherefore of great importance to note the publication
of the name index to the library of congress collection of
mormon diaries this publication volume 1 no 2 of the
western text society consists of 1 a list of the diaries in
the collection and 2 an alphabetical listing of the names
found in the diaries A quick check with indexes of some of
the same diaries prepared by the late newburn butt of brig-
ham young university assures one that the staff of the special
collection department of utah state university library has
done an adequate job of basic indexing

however it does not speak for the quality of the work
during neither the transcription of the original diary nor the
compilation of the current work has there been any attempt
to correct errors in names or to determine full names where
only bishop or brother etc are given granted at this
point some are difficult to verify due to the fact that the
editors are not able to consult the originals this is a major
fault of the original transcription the editing of indexes is
difficult time consuming and usually left to a clerk typist
now with only a transcription the scholar is unable to check
the original for vital dates or names oftentimes this is even
the fault of the author of the diary in the diary of lucy
hannah white on which the reviewer is currently working
the author misspells her own family names as well as others
however it is not difficult to note the correct form of the
name in a majority of these instances and it should have been
the responsibility of the transcribers to make such notations
wherever possible in the current work these errors are con-
tinued one cannot find a page without errors this multi-
plying of errors errors in the original errors in the tran-
scription and possibly more errors in the current work is
unfortunate

the past is past and one cannot do anything about the
original transcriptions or about teaching the authors how to
spell but the person doing the indexing for the present work
could have clarified most of the names at the time of the index-
ing after a rough working copy was typed someone could have
taken it to the church historian s library or the genealogical
society library to correct a bulk of the errors it is not for
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instance difficult to find that attorney baskin is robert N
or that HC kimball is heber CC that captain flake is james
madison or that bailydailybally is spelled bailey carlile is carlisle
frei is fry alredaired is allred that birbeck RR and birkbeck
RR are the same brother bleak is james G bringherstbringhurstBringherst is
bringhurst eleza cox is eliza cox or that captain brown
and james brown are the same person

another annoyance is the arrangement of unknown names
they are in alphabetical order by their salutory word att-
orney sister bishop president etc it would have been
much more sensible to have put all unknowns at the beginning
of each name list and to have listed them alphabetically by
their surnames

TRUMAN G MADSEN AND CHARLES D TATE JR eds to
the glory of god mormon essays on great issues salt
lake city utah deseret book company 1972 234 ppap 4954.95495

reviewed by edward geary assistant professor of english
at brigham young university dr geary has been book
reviewreview editor and is now associate editor of dialogue A
journal for mormon thought

the festschriftFest schrift poses special problems for the reviewer
should a book made up of the products of many hands be read
as a single book or as a multitude of separate works brought
together by an accident of binding to the glory of god
is a memorial volume for B west belnap late dean of the
college of religious instruction at BYU and contains a dozen
essays written by his friends and colleagues yet though the
book has no explicit topical focus the title suggests a single-
ness of purpose how are we to take such a high sounding
title As indicating the wish of the authors and editors to
dedicate their labors to the glory of god or as suggesting
that the book as a whole can tell us something about the
glory of god or about the nature of religious dedication does
a common cause produce a common insight

to a significant extent 1I think the answer to this question
is yes although the essays reflect a wide range of interests
and present diverse ideas about the nature of man and the
role of divine purpose in the world most of them cluster
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around a single theme the interdependence of man s spiritual
and temporal existence and the necessity of striking a proper
balance between these aspects of life if one is to be truly dedi-
cated to the glory of god several of the authors approach this
theme by way of analogy or something more than analogy
with environmental ecology for example hugh W nibley
quotes brigham young s advice to the saints in the early
days of utah you are here commencing anew the
soil the air the water are all pure and healthy do not suffer
them to become polluted with wickedness p 3 in a more
explicit comment on the evil nature of pollution nibley says
why should the enemy seek to pollute there was an early

christian teaching reported by eusebius that the evil spirits
being forever deprived of physical bodies constantly go about
in the world jealously seeking to defile and corrupt such
bodies glorying in foulness and putrefaction as they move
about in thick polluted air and make charnel houses and
garbage dumps their favorite haunts p 5 C terry
warner compares man to a tree which requires careful prun-
ing to attain a balance between rank growth and productive
fruition neal A maxwell points out that the full spirit of
stewardship should make us concerned about the environ-
ment we transmit to our successors but he emphasizes that
we transmit not only a physical but a moral environment
the sewage of sin is so devastating downstream in life that it

overshadows physical effluence about which we have a right
to be concernedpconcernconcernededPp 91

every serious reader should find at least some of the book s

insights meaningful reed H bradford in the meaning of
love suggests that spiritual maturity lies in achieving an
integrated balance in one s network of relationships p 78
chauncey C riddle argues that the fragmentation of mortal
life comes about because the spirit which is the real person
is bound by a body subject to the laws of a fallen material
universe the fall was thus a sundering of man resulting in
a duality this duality is the basis of both conflict and prog-
ress in the individual person p 138 wholeness can be
reattained only as the body is subjected to the discipline of
the spirit both martin B hickman in reciprocal loyalty
the administrative imperative and neal A maxwell in
to the youth of zion discuss the relationship between

individual and institutional values hickman exploring the
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implications of the sustaining process in church government
and maxwell emphasizing the high adventure or orthodoxy

p 99 truman G madsen in man illumined looks into
the concept of light in the gospel and concludes that spiritual
illumination is not merely a metaphor but a literal possibility
light is somehow the substratum of all reality and also of
all intelligent awareness of reality as well as the foundation
of goo900goodpgoodagoodp127dp 127

1I personally found most rewarding the two longest essays
in the book commitment and life s meaning by C terry
warner and brigham young on the environment by hugh
W nibley warner s essay is a deeper exploration than he
has previously offered to the church audience a well reasoned
and highly persuasive argument that only profound commit-
ment to a divine person can invest one s life with real mean-
ing nibley s article is in the same spirit as the concluding
section of since cumorah and is valuable both for his own
insights and for the pithy quotations from the sermons of brig-
ham young he portrays president young as a man who
with his yankee sense of thrift and his understanding of the
principle of stewardship was far ahead of his time in his
awareness of the exhaustabilityexhaustibilityexhaustability of natural resources and his
appreciation for the fragility of the natural environment nibl-
ey contrasts zion the community of the lord s people living
in harmony with the earth that is their home and babylon
the commercial society motivated by the desire to possess the
earth wholly and exploit its resources and argues that an im-
portant index of one s spiritual maturity is his ability to ap-
preciatepreciate the earth without wanting to own it stewardship is
first of all a feeling about the earth

without being able to tell exactly why we take immediate
offense at such statements made by men in high positions as
1I do not believe in conservation for conservation s sake
or 1I do not believe in clean water for the sake of clean
water but we soon learn that our shocked first reaction
is a healthy one when the forest is reduced to the now pro-
verbial one redwood it is too late what prevents such
a catastrophe is not the logic of survival but the feelings
of wrongness are you not dissatisfied says brigham
young and is there not bitterness in your feelings the
moment you find a kanyon put in the possession of an
individual and power given unto him to control the timber
wood rock grass and in short all its facilities does
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there not something start up in your breast that causes you
to feel very uncomfortable the voice of revelation
has told the saints where to put their priorities and
out of the ground made 1I the lord god to grow every tree
naturally that is pleasant to the sight of man and man
could behold it moses 39 trees were made in the first
instance to be looked at and enjoyed we are aware of that
before research and experience show our intuition to be quite
sound but the feeling for beauty must come first if we are
to survive appp 111211 12

there are three essays in the book that do not fit the
spiritual ecology theme but they too are of considerable in-

terest richard L anderson describes oliver cowdery s ac-
tivitiestivi ties during his apostate decade and leonard J arrington
sketches the careers of several men who left the church to
become prominent in other fields from arrington s article we
learn among other things that the infamous john C bennett
after leaving the church became an important agriculturist
whose greatest achievement was introducing the plymouth
rock breed of chicken and that one of brigham young s

nephews succeeded mary baker eddy as the leader of the
christian scientists robert K thomas s A literary critic
looks at the book of mormon is a fascinating essay whose
only real fault is its brevity it whets an appetite that it fails
to satisfy

the essays which make up to the glory of god are no less
varied in quality than in subject matter some are highly de-
veloped and carefully reasoned essays that reward the reader s

closest attention others more accessible perhaps but also
less rewarding are obviously talks that have been slightly
worked over for this collection A few belong to that un-
fortunate genre of mormon writing the pastiche of quotations
loosely connected by an occasional sentence of the author s

own this range of depth and quality may reflect the editors
desire to provide something for everyone but there is no doubt
that to the glory of god offers a good deal to the serious
student of mormon thought the best essays give us percep-
tive intellectual insights into matters of the spirit a fusion
found all too infrequently in church literature and the book
as a whole is a fitting memorial to a respected colleague and
a volume not unworthy of its lofty title
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WILLIAM L ROPER AND LEONARD J ARRINGTON william
spry man of firmness governor of utah salt lake city
utah utah state historical society 1971 236 ppap 6506.50650

reviewed by J keith melville professor of political
science at brigham young university active in utah
politics dr melville has researched and published in that
field

william spry came onto the political scene in utah at the
time the progressive movement was spreading across the na-
tion these winds of change were also blowing over utah
in the first years of the twentieth century the period was
one of significant economic political and social transforma-
tion as the new state of utah emerged from its conflict riddled
territorial cocoon

the economic and social issues which were crying for at-
tention also demanded a political rapproachment between the
non mormonscormons many of whom were anti mormon and the
mormon residents of the area an effort at political accom-
modationmodation had taken place when the people s party of the mor-
mon church was abolished and the people instructed to join
one of the two national parties the majority inclined to the
democratic party but president joseph F smith and the
first presidency of the church as well as the church mem-
bers who were called to be republicans usually supported
the republican party the party of reed smoot apostle and
senator

A majority of the non mormonscormons also moved into the rep-

ublican party even those who had been democrats in other
parts of the country the responsibility of holding this co-
alition of mormon and non mormon republicans together fell
to william spry when he was selected as the chairman of the
republican state committee in 1904 spry worked quickly and
effectively to unite the republicans solidly behind the party s
candidates in the 1904 election his efforts were seriously
threatened however when senator thomas kearns split from
the republican party and organized the anti mormon faction
into the american party kearns was peeved because the LDS
church support he had previously enjoyed had been with-
drawn and he felt the republican nominees were too closely
identified with the church
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the success of the american party in the 1905 election
in salt lake city clearly threatened senator smoot s chances
for reelection in 1908 william spry was brought into the
smoot machine known as the federal bunch because of
his popularity and his political abilities in 1908 the sup-
porters of smoot shifted their backing from incumbantincumbent gov-
ernor cutler to spry they believed they needed to have the
best vote getter on the ticket and that cutlercutter would have
to be shoved aside rudely if necessary for the good of the
party

spry won the nomination of the republican party and
went on to win the governorship which he held for two four
year terms he tried for a third term but was refused the
nomination of the party two years later he ran for congress
and was defeated his political career ended in an appointive
position as united states commissioner of public lands an
appointment arranged by senator smoot

williamWl illiam spry man of firmness governor of utah tells
this political story in a delightful readable way it puts utah
into national perspective as a leader in the social legislation of
the progressive era it follows the conflicts over prohibition
and the joys of completing the state capitolcapital and commissioning
the battleship utah it recounts the labor violence which
troubled utah the role of the international workers of the
world IWW in utah labor troubles and the exciting joe
hill murder case

the book lacks balance however as much more attention
is paid to the joe hill case than it deserves almost a third
of the book and too little coverage isis given of the pro-
gressivegressive social legislation of spry s first term a bare outline
of only four pages there are some episodes that do not
fit at all such as chapter 28 dynamitersDynamiters attack the west
and some anecdotes which are not relevant

throughout the book the authors seem to be somewhat
politically naive such as the use of frank kent s quote from
the great game of politics that control the state commit-
tee isis the key to the political machine this was inserted
to support the notion that spry as state chairman of the re-
publican party held the political power in the state when it
isis obvious from the book itself that senator smoot controlled
the political machine and the republican party but this may
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be the inherent weakness in most biographies which present
favorable if inaccurate images of the subject this biogra-
phy has the added problem of being written for its patrons
the children of governor spry

these problems are more than offset however in the
contribution the biography makes in bringing into print some
knowledge about a little known period of utah s political his-
tory most of the scholarly studies about the period are still in
manuscript form as theses with the exception of a few journal
articles which are not readily available to the reading public

RICHARD LLOYD ANDERSON joseph smiths new england
heritage salt lake city utah deseret book company 1971
227 ppap 4954.95495

reviewed by donald Q cannon associate professor of
history at the university of maine at portland gorham
dr cannon s area of specialization is american colonial
history he has also published in the improvement era

for more than a century and a half writers hostile to mor-
monism have sought to discredit the ancestors of joseph smith
seeking to undermine the work and claims of the mormon
leader they have pictured his forebears as neurotic irreligious
gullible people in this excellent book richard lloyd anderson
has successfully repudiated the myths and distortions concern-
ing the ancestors of the prophet

drawing upon his dual training as lawyer and historian
dr anderson professor of history and religion at brigham
young university has assembled a solid case based on sound
historical evidence evidence hebe believes will correct earlier
misinterpretations concerning the ancestors of joseph smith
the extent and quality of his evidence gathered during years
of research is evident in his notes on text running al-
most sixty pages

leading off with a chapter on solomon and lydia gates
mack professor anderson provides information of interest
and relates the lives of these people to the historical period
in which they lived thus solomon mack s adventures in
the french and indian war and the american revolution
come to life when viewed against an accurate historical back
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ground in his chapter on the macks anderson corrects dis-
torted views of the prophet s grandfather many writers have
charged that he was an epileptic and that his weakness was
inherited by joseph smith who supposedly had his vision
while under the influence of an epileptic seizure facing this
matter squarely anderson explains convincingly that several
severe accidents caused a history of convulsions in the later
life of solomon mack clearly this physical condition was not
hereditary and was not transmitted through joseph smith
sr to the prophet

according to anderson one of the primary influences in-
herited by joseph smith was the patriotism of his grandpar-
ents this theme receives ample treatment in his chapter on
asael smith joseph smith claimed the love of liberty
from both grandparents one statement attributed to asael
smith and quoted in the text bears repeating here

bless god that you live in a land of liberty and bear
yourself dutifully and conscionably towards the authority
under which you live see gods providence in the appoint-
ment of the federal constitution and hold union and order
as a precious jewel p 92

certainly such views are evident in the writings of the
prophet a man who was positively influenced by his grand-
fathers

critics have charged that joseph smith s ancestors were
shiftless and lazy and consequently subject to suffering and
poverty anderson shows that the financial difficulties of
asael smith resulted not from his own laziness or ineptness
but rather from the circumstances in which he found himself
sickness and inflation played a devastating role leaving the
family without money when it was sorely needed

one of the most interesting aspects of the book is john
smith s family history john smith brother of joseph
smith sr was encouraged to write this history by his son
george A smith counselor to brigham young this account
contains an excellent personal description of asael smith as
viewed by his son and provides convincing information con-
cerning his character asael s willingness to assume some of
the burdensome financial obligations of his relatives for
example attests to his generosity a quality also shared by the
prophet joseph
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although the text concentrates on the lives and influences
of the grandfathers solomon mack and asael smith some
attention is devoted to the grandmothers lydia gates mack
and mary duty smith thus dispelling any fears of male
chauvinism alongside biographical information concerning
all four of the prophet s grandparents the author has in-
cluded two chapters on the writings of joseph s grandfathers
as well as a chapter containing a family history

mechanically the book is without flaw clearly and log-
ically organized it is also an attractive volume well bound
and handsomely illustrated it brings credit to both author
and publisher of particular value are the maps which are
unusually clear and professionally executed

although generally well written the book is not without
fault the title raises false hopes only one small segment
of joseph smith s new england heritage is presented one
would hope that more of the heritage would follow in other
volumes reprinting so much material a majority of which
is available elsewhere raises serious doubts concerning its
purpose and value clearly more justification is needed to
explain the inclusion of 66 pages of reprinted material in a
total text of 159 pages

on balance however it is an excellent book richard
lloyd anderson has succeeded in cleaning up a family record
besmirched by historical mudslinging he convinces his read-
ers that joseph smith and his parents matured under intense
exposure to moral responsibility unselfishness personal te-
nacity intellectual awareness and intelligent sinceretysinceritysincerety

GEOFFREY ASHE THOR HEYERDAHL HELGE INGSTAD J V
LUCE BETTY J MEGGERS AND BIRGITTA L WALLACE the
quest for america london pall mall press 1971 298 ppap
E 5 1325152513.251325

reviewed by john L sorenson professor of anthropology
at brigham young university dr sorenson who is a
specialist on cultural theory mesoamericaMeso america and social struc-
ture of the social sciences has published widely in pro-
fessionalfess ional and church journals

in his introduction geoffrey ashe says this book will
have served its purpose if it defines the problems and sug
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gestsbests how researches which are not yet scientific may become
so this is a worthwhile aim but it cannot be said to have
been carried out adequately by the six authors of its various
sections yet the volume has some interest for LDS readers

excellent scholarship is evident in ashe s own treatment
of the speculations of the old world about a dimly known
america in open minded but not incautious fashion he con-
siders speculations of the classical world eg atlantis and
of the middle ages with emphasis on the st brendan leg-
end luce covers some of the same topics from the point of
view of navigation and cartography rather than legend his
discussion of egyptian phoenician greek and roman voyag-
ing and cartography are sound though brief the caution of
both ashe and luce for example luce is not persuaded by
cyrus gordon s claims for the parahybaParahyba stone from brazil
may make the general reader somewhat impatient to get on to
the more romantic speculations in some of the later articles

helge ingstad s piece on norse explorers capably but
succinctly sets the stage for wallace s article surveying the
evidence in canada and the northeastern portion of the united
states for norse derived runic inscriptions artifacts and
sites little or no hard evidence is found except for the ing
stadsscads material from lanse aux meadows in northern new-
foundlandfound land which is discussed in the last of the three articles
on the norse many mormonscormons could learn a valuable lesson
in caution about the definition of a problem and the interpre-
tation of evidence relating to its solution by a careful reading
of these three articles ingstad argues his case for considering
the northern tip of newfoundland as the vinland of the
norse sagas yet indicates at least some of the reasons why
not all scholars accept this view

heyerdahl s two contributions are much less substantial
his isolationist or diffusionist discussion is framed in
terms which ignore the development of thought on cultural
processes which has gone on in the relevant disciplines in the
past generation his second article the bearded gods
speak is a brief rehash of some points made in his popular
books if anyone has failed to appreciate heyerdahl s one
significant contribution to science the demonstration that
simple technology was no bar to ocean crossing they will
pick it up there but the melange of cultural comparisons
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and speculations add nothing of substance as ashe almost ad-
mits in his conclusion appp 274278274 278

betty meggers s treatment of asiatic influences on the
major american cultures of early times is disappointing per-
haps because of its brevity had she treated the valdiviaia

ecuador and bomonjomonlomonpomon japan ceramic similarities more
carefully while attempting to meet some of the cogent ob-
jections which archaeologists have raised about her compari-
son the paper would have rested on sounder ground the
few artistic and architectural motifs she adduces in favor of
contacts between mesoamericaMesoamerica and east asia are not set in
context sufficiently to persuade many culture specialists of
their significance

the mormon position is referred to twice ashe s intro-
duction alludes briefly to joseph smith and the book of mor-
mon but begs off fuller consideration since the nature of the
prophets experience is outside our present scope then
heyerdahl observes in passing that religious sects in-
cluding the mormonscormonsMormons have made mystical claims which
have not furthered the diffusionist cause

if this book can be seen by LDS readers as ashe intended
it as an opening up of the problem of the quest for america
for scientific examination they will profit from reading
it unfortunately the predispositions of most such readers
reinforced by the manner in which parts of the volume are
written and illustrated is likely to lead them to conclude that
the issues are all settled the book is so handsome that it is
too bad it proves to have little enduring value

SAMUEL W TAYLOR nightfall at nauvoo new york the
macmillan company 1971 403 ppap 8958.95895

reviewed by neal E lambert associate professor of
english at brigham young university dr lambert has pub-
lished articles on mormonscormons and western literature in BYU
studies utah historical quarterly south dakota review
western american literature and american west

in this latest of several books based on the mormon ex-
perienceperience samuel taylor has perhaps aspired higher than in
any of his previous efforts his purpose is to tell the unique
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story of nauvoo illinois how it started from scratch quick-
ly became the largest city in illinois about four times the
size of chicago and then was abandoned as the population
moved out and headed across the plains toward the salt lake
valley it is a story the outline of which most of us know
but mr taylor brings a special purpose to his effort his
intent is to transcend the limits of what he calls nit picking
detail to get at and render the significant human experiences
of those involved in this epoch of american history

the historian is concerned with fact who what where
when how A writer has to know why A profound differ-
ence of method is in perspective the historians viewpoint
is like that of the gooneybirdgooney bird which flies backwards because
it doesnt care where it s going but only where its been
he interprets events at nauvoo in light of what subsequently
happened As a writer I1 couldnt look ahead any more
than the people I1 met on the streets of nauvoo could forsee
the future not a month not a day or an hour I1 couldnt
judge events any more than they could by what hadnt yet
happened I1 wasnt looking back at nauvoo I1 was there
my research was not for proof or for fact but for essential
truth and this is what I1 prize above all

that is high literary purpose for certainly the truth of
that episode would be a moving tale of endurance sacrifice
pity comedy and tragedy a tale which facts only iimply
regardless of one religious persuasion or belief the story of
nauvoo is in every respect a subject worthy of the high serious
this is high literary purpose for certainly the truth of
ness of the greatest art

but however high and serious mr taylor s intent the
book is a disappointment if one opens nightfall at nauvoo
expecting the essence of an epic saga he finds instead melo-
dramatic situations stereotyped characters and the worn style
more characteristic of slick magazines than significant writing
consider for instance an episode at one of the council meetings
following the death of joseph smith

brigham called upon his chief of police to make a report
hosea stout rawbonedraw boned cadaverous with burning eyes said
that he had organized a spy ring to go into all parts of the
surrounding country to watch the movements of the mob
and report their acts anti mormon sentiment was rising
to fever pitch and violence could be expected any time
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lowering his voice hosea stout announced an appalling
fact tower had discovered that the enemy had its own
spies in nauvoo and some of them had infiltrated into
hoseas own guard

at this intelligence the men inin the room felt for their
guns and each man turned to look at his neighbors it was
entirely possible hosea said that inin this very room was a
double agent a spy for the gentiles As he said this bern-
hisel fancied that hosea s burning eyes rested on bishop
george miller there was bad blood between the two

this is not the stuff of serious significant writing but the
clichedclich6dcliches mannerisms of melodrama the reader of pulp
westernswesterisWesterns would find the scene familiar

but we remind ourselves stout and brigham and the
others are historical people this really happened these
should not be cardboard figures but real human beings sig-
nificantnificant men involved in significant human situations and
so we read with regret that such significance could not have
been a part of the writing itself part of the book in real
life hosea stout s eyes may well have been impressive es-
peciallypecially when we think about what those eyes must have
looked upon but burning is too worn to help us as readers
sense what impressions those eyes made and if it is too worn
for one to use it is even more so when it is used twice in the
same scene I1 don t mean to quibble over one choice in a book
of 120000 words but again and again the author seems satis-
fied to be stylistically ordinary if not hackneyed when we
are told that noah rogers s hair is shot with gray and then
turn two pages and read that john C bennett s black hair
was shot with gray we must wonder how much artistic ef-
fort has been devoted to rendering the appearances of these
people to say nothing of the significance of the events in
their lives

and this finally is the biggest disappointment the
figures themselves whom even their severest critics call men
of significance seldom come alive on the pages of the book
and when they do it is only to demonstrate a pettiness that
explains nothing of their significance sidney rigdon for
instance is reduced to a scheming manipulator clipping news-
papers and hiding evidence against mormonism as protection
and insurance for himself should he ever be cast out the
complex perhaps tragic john C bennett is a village dandy
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slight and debonair at once the admiration and scandal of
nauvoo enormously popular intensely hated by some whis-
pered about by everyone and repugnant to thteehte twelve
willard richards is a figure devoid of dignity a very fat
man subject to many ills of the flesh As he accompanies
joseph smith to carthage his thoughts are more given to the
discomfort of his indigestion and his longing for his forbidden
pipe than they are to the fate of his prophet and joseph
smith himself a unique figure in american history and the
center of the whole story is less a wonder or even an enigma
than he is a conglomeration of stereotypes

joseph s habit of mixing humor with spirituality of combin-
ing physical contests with divine revelation endeared him
to his people but was at times unsettling to strangers and
unbelieversbelieversun A big and vital man full of the juice of life
he was a far cry from the popular concept of an ascetic
and bloodless prophet joseph loved physical activity
wrestling running jumping pulling stakes he had over
compensated for the lame leg he had a hearty appetite
and an eye for a pretty girl

none of this brings us very far in understanding the deep
currents of human feeling that were the ebb and flow in
joseph smith or in the history of nauvoo

indeed there is little if anything in the book which ex-
plains the vitality of the people of nauvoo one looks in vain
for the viable faith which sustains any institution the
nauvoo temple for instance is described as a rather poorly
executed make work project whose floor and font are rotten
however provable such facts may be they do not reflect what
the temple must have been to the people of nauvoo who
fought to finish it while abandoning their own homes

in nightfall at nauvoo polygamy is an institution sus-
tained not by devotion and sacrifice but by lechery and
adultery

A notable case was that of porter rockwell who at gunpoint
abducted the wife of amos davis a tavern owner and
captain of the legion the gun was for the husbands
benefit not the wife s for mrs davis was entirely willing
rumor had it that this attractive cupcake was given to
port by brigham young as a reward for rockwell s having
avenged the blood of the prophet by killing frank worrell
whowho d been chief guard at carthage jail
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although this particular situation is not technically polyga-
mous the episode isis used in the book to describe the current
attitude

we are introduced to but one man of absolute devotion
milo white who somehow epitomized the indestructabilityindestructibility
of mormonism but the faith of milo white is patently ri-
diculousdi he encounters john C bennett as that dandy is
leaving the local house of prostitution bennett explains his
presence by saying he had been preaching to the soiled
doves and white believes him milo s broad face was
alight with devotion he declared that it was men like ben-
nett who sustained his faith in the gospel and gave him
strength to meet trials and tribulations so much for the
faith of the people of nauvoo

the book may well be in fact historically accurate the
extensive bibliography at the end is evidently supplied to sug-
gest as much I1 leave it to others more qualified to comment
on the history it is the significance of the facts as they func-
tion in the book itself that is of concern here for facts real
or imagined have only one purpose in any work of literature
to define and illuminate something important about a man if
they do this then they have a rightful place in the story but
having facts function this way isis not a quality of the facts
themselves it depends on the insight and the skill of the
writer As a good critic once said some writers cannot
make falling off a thousand foot cliff important henry
james could make taking off a glove important so our con-
cern is no more with the secret history of nauvoo than it
is with the official history of nauvoo our concern is the
motive forces that built that city and then moved it wholesale
into the american desert pettiness ineptness delusion and
lust couldncoulden t do that

without question mr taylor is capable of good writing
he has done so before but if one looks in nightfall at
nauvoo for the endurance and dignity and faith that is ren-
dered so beautifully in family kingdom one looks in vain
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BYU studies announces the inception of a notes and comments sec-
tion to be printed as materials are available we welcome our readers to send
short notes and comments similar to the one included in this issue which may
qualify or correct the accuracy of formerly published materials or bring to
light new information discoveries or research which do not require treatment
in a full length article publication will begin with the autumn 1972 issue
send notes and comments submissions to brigham young university BYU
studies editor A 283 JKBA provo utah 84601.84601

PROMORMONPRO MORMON DRAMA

I1 should like to make two comments on dr lael wood-
bury s statement

no pro mormon drama has yet achieved commercial success
although a number of young LDS writers such as doug
stewart louise hansen don oscarson gerald and carol
lynn pearson and scott card show promise of reaching
that goal BYU studies 122 winter 1972 ppap 238239.238239258239258259238 239

first dr woodbury s list most probably ought to be
longer including at least such names as buddy youngreen
max golightly charles whitman clinton larson and albert
mitchell all of whom have used LDS materials more or less
successfully in producing dramas

second dr woodbury s phrase achieved commercial
success is not clearly defined most certainly there have
been no money makers like polygamy or a celestial marriage
or the canitesdanitesDanites or even the girl from utah but there
has been money made from pro mormon drama buddy
youngreen s porter rockwell for instance grossed thousands
of dollars last summer at sundance theater in the mountains
east of provo utah the problem perhaps is more semantic
than economic if dr woodbury uses pro mormon drama
to mean only that drama which presents explores andor
analyzes mormonism thematically as a way of life and thought
and not to refer to plays or dance dramas which use mor-
monism andor mormon history as background then there is
little problem he is right there has been precious little
mormon drama of any depth intellectually or emotionally

and certainly precious little accompanied by financial success

richard grant ellsworth provo utah
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As heretofore BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES isis to be a
voicevolcevoicevolce for the community of latter day saint scholars contributions
dealing with LDS thought history theology and related subjects will
receivereceive first priority

BYU STUDIES is a seriousserious venture into the study of the correlation
of revealed and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the
spiritual and the intellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge
BYU STUDIES welcomes articles from all fields of learning they
should be written for the informed nonspecialist rather than the
specialized reader in the technical language of the field creative work
poetry short fiction drama are also welcomed

except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000
words approximately 15 double spaced typewritten pages manu-
scripts should conform to the university of chicago press manual of
style and footnotes should be placed on a separate page at the end of
the article

each author will receive 20 off prints and three copies of the
number inin which his contribution appears

send manuscripts to brigham young university dr charles D
tate jr editor BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES 283 JKBA
provo utah 84601

subscriber NOTICE

subscription isis 7007.00700 for four numbers 12.001200 for eight numbers
and 16.001600 for twelve numbers single copies are 2002.00200 each the
rate to bona fide students isis 5605.60560 for four issuesissues all subscriptions
begin with the autumn issue and run through an entire volume year
subscriptions received after one or two issues of that volume have been
published will include those issuesissues and they will be mailed with the
receipt for the subscription subsequent issues for that volume will be
mailed upon publication send subscriptions to publication sales de-
partmentpartment 205 UPB brigham young university provo utah 84601

if you re moving PLEASE let us know four weeks before chang-
ing your address A change of address postcard available at all
post offices sent in advance will aid us inin getting your magazine to
you promptly your courteous compliance with this request will help
us to solve a seriousserious and costly problem

brigham young university studies isis being listed inin current contents
behavioral social and management sciences
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